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Democrats
unveil modest
Medicare plan

1.
Murray State University

By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
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Racers run
over APSU
in 45-17 win
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COMMUNITY EVENT:
More than 5,000 people '
flocked to Murray State University's Curris Center
Saturday for the annual Community Resource Fair (above).
The first floor entrance was
filled with people getting
directions and registering for
prizes donated by local
businesses. (Left) Susie Richter entertains Jessie Casey at
the daycare center provided
on the third floor. The fair
was a joint effort of the city
and county school systems.

NATIONAL

Budget cuts
strain military
WASHINGTON (AP). — In .
the barracks, on the air fields
and aboard the ships where the
still-shrinking number of US.
men and women in uniform toil
daily, the dark side of defense
savings is taking a toll not measured in dollars and cents.
In the five years of what the
Pentagon calls "downsizing"
the military's workload around
the globe has actually
increased.
WORLD
,

France continues
nuclear testing
PAPEETE, Tahiti (AP) —
France, determined to test its
atomic arsenal, detonated a
nuclear bomb more than five
times larger than that dropped
on Hiroshima in 1945.
It was the second nuclear test
in a month, and part of a sevenor eight-blast series in the
South Pacific that has drawn the
ire. of the international community and serious protests on
this French resort.
WEATHER
Tonight...Periods of rain or
thunderstorms. Low 60 to 65.
Chance of rain 90 percent.
Light and variable wind.
Tuesday...Occasional thunderstorms. High in the lower
70s. Rain chance near 100
percent.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY...355.6,+0.1/7r
355.4,+0.1/71*
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deductibles and a greater choice
of health care providers.
Republicans showed little
immediate inclination to compromise with the Democrats.
"Why do later what must be
done now?" House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas,
said on NBC of Democratic plans
to extend the life of Medicare by
only a few years. Republicans say
their plan would keep the progrlim solvent through 2010.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats are releasing the
details of a Medicare reform plan
that would not raise the premiums seniors pay for doctor
care, but Republicans indicated
little willingness to compromise
on their more ambitious plan.
Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota said his
party's alternative to be unveiled
today was a "sensible solution"
that would keep the health care
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
program for the elderly solvent expressed confidence that "we're
through 2005.
going to pass very major
The $89 billion reduction in reforms." Speaking in a larger
growth over seven years would context, he said Republicans were
affect payments to hospital pro- willing to risk government disviders, but not the premiums the ruptions rather than give in to a
elderly pay for doctor care. "You "phony deal" with the admidon't need increases in premiums nistration on budget-cutting
or deductibles to make this sys- matters.
tem work," Daschle said on
"I think you have to take
NBC's "Meet the Press,"
whatever risk you have to in
Last summer, President Clinton order to get real change," he said
proposed plans for a $124 billion on ABC's "This Week With
reduction in growth that would David Brinkley."
include a rise in premiums from latiThe mood among lawmakers
the current $46.10 a month to on the Sunday news programs
about $82 in 2002, the year the was hardly conciliatory.
system is scheduled to go broke
The Republican plan to turn
without financial reform.
over responsibility of Medicaid.
The Republicans are seeking the health program for the poor,
$270 billion in growth reduction, to the states was "the coldest,
requiring a doubling of premiums most insensitive attack on the
by 2002, higher premiums for The
wealthy, an increase in some MI See Page 2

Sticking
Necks Out...
Arnetts try ostrich
farming as alternative
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
When Joan Arnett and her husband Richard were looking for a
business opportunity, they turned
to a rather unconventional
livestock.
The Arnetts' are ostrich
farmers.
Joan became interested in the
ostrich business after talking with
her sister, who raises about 70
birds in Paducah.
"I heard her talking about it
and I was intrigued. I thought it
would be a good money-making
venture," Joan said.
The Arnetts farm, located
about three miles south of Murray on Highway 641, is home to
about 17 ostriches. The Arnetts
raise the birds for the meat which
they say is some of the leanest
and fat-free red meat available.
"It's lower in calories, fat and

cholesterol than beef, deer, chicken or turkey," Arnetcsaid.
Joan said the meat tastes just
like beef.
"Most people can't tell the difference between the two," she
said. "It's a great meat; there's
no fat to be cooked out. A
quarter-pound of meat stays a
quarter-pound after it's cooked."

JIM MAHANES,Ledger & Moos photo

Shown here are some of the ostriches at the farm of Richard and Joan Arnett. The Arnetts are raising the
birds for the meat, which is said to be the leanest red meat available. They plan to sell the meat to area
restaurants. The Amens currently have 17 birds at their farm on Highway 641 about three miles south of
Murray.

Richard, who is a machinist by
trade, bought his farm with the
idea of opening a machine shop.
"I was going to put it in the
back building, but my brother-inlaw talked me into turning it into
a slaughter house so I could process his ostriches," he said. "We
decided to get into the business
ourselves."
Richard turned the building
into a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) approved and
inspected slaughter house. He
uses the facility to process deer

along with his wife's birds.
'According to the Arnetts,
ostrich farming is more profitable
than raising beef or other
livestock.
"The big difference between
beef and ostrich is that cows produce about one offspring a year.
"One ostrich rooster (male)
paired with two hens (females)
can produce up to 60 offspring a

year," she said. "Sixty is a conservative number too."
On the average, the profit from
one bird can be as much as $150.
This includes selling the hides to
boot manufacturers.
"Ostrich boots sell for about
$600. We're going to have the
hides tanned and sell them to the
boot manufacturers," she said.
Along with boots, the hides are

used to make coats, purses and
just about anything that is now
made of leather.
"You can get about $280 for a
good grade hide," she said.
With all these birds running
around, the Arnetts are turning
their efforts to marketing the
meat and the industry.
II See Page 2

Dole wavering on $245 billion tax cut
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
Democrats accusing Republicans
of favoring the rich and several
conservative senaiors questioning
the wisdom of a large tax cut,
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
says the GOP's proposed $245
billion tax cut may not be
possible.
But House Republicans immediately said they would not compromise on tax relief, a cornerstone of their "Contract With
America" agenda.

Dole and other Senate leaders
voted for the plan to cut $245 billion over seven years, and it's
"fairly unlikely that they would
expect to walk off from that and
expect to pass anything in the
House," House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., said.

"There's been some indication
even from conservative Republicans ... that maybe we shouldn't
try to go all the way to $245 billion," said Dole, R-Kan. "Will it
be $245 billion? I'm' not certain
at this point."
Dole said there will be a tax
cut and that it will include the

The Senate is "honor bound"
to live up to its end of the bargain, he said on ABC's "This
Week With David Brinkley."
House freshman David McIntosh, R-Ind., said retreat on the
tax cut "would be a clear sign
that the specter of business as

•
• '

•

. '

e.

usual in Washington has
returned."
But Dole, appearing on CBS'
"Face the Nation," said he had
been surprised by recent opposition in his own party to the tax
break.
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main provisions of the current
legislation — a $500-a-child tax
credit for families and lowered
capital gains rates.
For now, he said, he'll stick
with the $245 billion figure, but
as to the final outcome, "we'll
see what happens."
Democrats say most of the
benefits from the Republican plan
go to the well-off, and have used
it as a centerpiece of their argument that Republicans are cutting
social services to the poor in
order to reward the wealthy.
Senate Democratic leader Tom

Daschle of South Dakota said the
tax cut was a "ruse" to pay for
the Republican plan to reduce
Medicare growth by $270 billion.
"It's going to take 100 senior
citizens to pay for one tax cut for
a fat cat," he said.
That argument got some unetpected support last week when
three Republicans on the Senate
Finance Committee, Orrin Hatch
of Utah, Alan Simpson of Wyoming and Alfonse D'Amato of New
York, voiced doubts about enactle See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
people that cannot take care of
themselves," said Rep. Charles
Rangel, D-N.Y.
Sen. Bill trist, R-Tenn., criticized Democratic attacks on GOP
reforms: "The rhetoric is beyond
belief. It is demagoguery, Medigoguery, Mediscare."
The Clinton administration
reaffirmed its belief that the GQP
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Even in this Sluggish Economy ..
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WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than 100 economists including
three Nobel Prize winners are
urging an increase in the minimum wage, saying the benefits
would outweigh any negative
effects.
"As economists who are concerned about the erosion in the
living standards of households
dependent on the earnings of
low-wage workers, we believe
that the federal minimum wage
should be increased," they said
in a statement.
"Specifically, the proposed
increase in the minimum wage of
90 cents over a two-year period
falls within the range of alternatives where the overall effects on
"the labor market, affected workers and the economy would be
positive."
The statement was released
today by the Economic Policy
Institute and 'the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, two
liberal think tanks.
President Clinton has proposed
raising the $4.25-an-hour mini-

mum to $5.15 in two steps spread
over two years. But the
Republican-controlled Senate
refused in July to bring the issue
to a vote.
The minimum wage last was
increased April 1, 1991 from
$3.80 an hour.
Republicans and some economists contend that raising the minimum would price many lowerincome workers out of jobs.
But in their statement, the 101
economists disagreed. They
include Nobel laureates Kenneth
J. Arrow of Stanford University,
Lawrence R. Klein of the University of Pennsylvania and James
Tobin of Yale University.
"The evidence from recent
economic studies of the effects of
increases in federal and state
minimum wages at the end of the
1980s and in the early 1990s —
as well as updates of the traditional time-series studies — suggests that the employment effects
were negligible or small," they
said.
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FROM PAGE 1
"We work with several groups
like the American Ostrich Association, the Kentikity Ostrich
Association and 'the Tennessee
Ratite Association," she said.
Ratite is a classification of
birds th includeS the ostrich, the
emu and the rhea, all of which
are becoming pdraltr cuisine.
"There are other farms in
Hickman, Clinton and in Tennessee. Some specialize in certain
types of ratite birds like us, and
some raise all three types of
birds,'' Joan said.
Although known • for being
docile creatures, Richard said the
ostrich can be dangerous if precautions are not taken.
"When the roosters are in season, they become very territorial.
My brother-in-taw made the mistake of getting in the pen with
one and got trampled pretty
good," Richard said.
The ostrich hai been clocked at
up to 47 mph and can kick with a
force of 2,200 psi (pounds per
square inch).
"They've been knoitvn to disembowel lions Bpi; tigers," she
said. "Their knees bond the tcpposite from ours and they kick to
the front. They coula
!gut you

Introducing Investment Services

located at Peoples Bank of Murray
•Tax Free KY Bonds
•Stocks
• Education Funding
• Mutual Funds •Tax Deferred Annuities
•401K-SEP
• Asset Allocation • Retirement Planning Analysis •IRA

Mark Vinson

We take your future very seriously
From hundreds of possible providers,Peoples Bank
has specifically chosen Marketing One to offer yoti
alternative financial products. Marketing One Securtties, Inc.'s philosophy of a balanced approach to
investing complements the philosophy at Peoples
Bank. Call us for an appointment or come by our
offices at the main branch of Peoples Bank of Murray.
at 5th and Main.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) evening after the crash. He met a
— Echoes of the 1988 bus crash procession of hearses, returning
near Carrollton will reverberate the victims' bodies to Hardin
in Elizabethtown on Tuesday County from the makeshift
when the community brings the morgue near Carrollton where
wet-dry question to ,a vote.
they were held temporarily after
Elizabethtown is the county the crash.
seat of Hardin County, which was
"That still haunts me," Bishop
the home of the 27 var.AMS of the wrote. "That's the reason why I
nation's worst-ever drunken- urge a. 'no' vote."
driving accident. •
. Currently 75 of Kentucky's
Lee Williams of Radcliff, who 120 counties are dry; 30 are wet.
lost his wife and two daughters in Another 15 are called split-moist
the crash, told The News- because the county is dry but has
Enterprise of Elilabethtown in at least one city that is wet. And'.
August that although he wasn't as with past wet-dry elections in
eligible to vote, he hoped the dry -Ne state, Elizabethtown's is
forces "win by a large ihargin." generating strong feelings and
Rev. B.T. Bishop, pastor of the divisiveness in the community,
Firs: Baptist Church, described a
which has been dry for 53 years.
trip he made to Crestwood to
The ministerial association has
preach at a revival mating one split on the issue; the wet forces
accuse the dry forces of putting
,
out misleading information, white
T MURILAr
the dry forces claim a vote for
liquor -sales is a vote against the
welfare of children.
1001 WhItniall' Dr.
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organized and well-financed. A
DEPARTMENT HEADS
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Office Mgi.
Rita Boggess
wet campaign, even though 4,000
Circulation Mgr.
Jeff Duncan
people signed the petition to put
the
issue on the ballot. About
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ness of tax cuts."
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with one good kick."
Ostrich meat is gaining in
popularity. Joan said she and her
sister supply several resturants in
Paducah and Tennessee.
Locally, Joan said Ho's Kitchen in the Holiday Inn on Highway 641 will start serving the
bird in October.
"The price of the meat has
dropped drastically in the past
few years. It's still a little expensive compared to beef, but it's
also healthier than beef.
"The next year will probably
be a big year for the industry. Its
getting real big in places like
California and Oklahoma and
around here too. I think the meat
is coming of age," she said.
Richard said they have found
other people interested in the
ostrich for diferent reasons.
"Vanderbilt Medical Center is
interested useing the eyes for
research purposes. Proportionally,
they are identical to the human
eye," he said.
The Arnetts said they feel like
they have found a good product
in the ostrich. "We started doing
this because we were looking for
a business opportunity. I never
thought it would develop into
something like this," she said.

Town'sittet-dry debate
recalls Community tragedy

Ledger

8,008

42 _

8.050

vision," Panetta said. "The
speaker is wrong."
The Republicans reacted
strongly. "The president is
grotesquely exaggerating and it's
frankly very sad to see him trying
to scare 85-year-old people,"
Gingrich said.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., said administration
warnings that Clinton would veto
the Medicare-Medicaid reform
bills now before Congress were
"pan of the president's fear campaign to scare seniors."
But he also told CBS' "Face
the Nation" that resolution of the
health care issue was possible.
"It's not that we're that far
apart."
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plan to cut $182 billion from
Medicaid's seven-year growth
could force some elderly people
to sell off assets to pay nursing
home bills.
"House Republicans are seeking to repeal protections for older
Americans signed into law: by
Ronald Reagan that were
designed to prevent .the elderly
from being forced into poverty —
and even having their homes
taken away — so that a husband
or wife could get needed !wising
home care," White House-'chief
of staff Leon Panetta said in a
statement released Saturday.
"Today, Speaker Gingrich
refused to back down on his support for this unconscionable pro-

Econimists call for
raise in minimum wage
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Joseph Euin Dick, 86, South 15th Street, Murray, died Saturday,
Mrs. Margie Maxine Horton Holland, 66, Hopkinsville, died SaturSept. 30, 1995, at 9:28 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, MurrayA
Sept. 30, 1995, at her home. Her death followed a short illness.
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Howard D. Curd, 74, Mayfield, died Saturday, Sept. 30, 1995, at 3
753-3070 or 753-3879.
ummo mom Ism mop =IN
Imoimm mooEN=
p.m. at his, home.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, he was
an Army veteran of World War II, and a member of First Baptist
Church of Mayfield, American Legion Post #26, and Mayfield Lodge
No. 369 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Nov. 2, 1920, in Graves County, he was the son of the late
Lebert Curd and Mary Edith Griffith Curd. One sister, Lyda Watson,
and two brothers, Harold and James Curd,, preceded him in death.
Survivors include four sisters, Mrs. Martha Beach, Mrs. Dorothy
Perkins, Mrs. Betty Kesterson and Mrs. Carolyn Coldiron, all of Mayfield; one brother, John Curd, Dearborn, Mich.; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Wilson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Davis, Forest Holland, Pete PiLman, Wilburn Hudsbeth, Charlie Johnson and Ted Youngblood. Burial will follow in Mt. Pisgah Cemetery with military rites by Mayfield American
Legion Post No. 26.
Friends may call at the funeral home. Masonic rites by Lodge No.
369 will be at 7 p.m. tonight (Monday). .
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Lloyd E. Whipple
Lloyd E. Whipple, 61, of Pineville, La., son-in-law of Mrs. Lillie E.
Miller and husband of Electa Miller Whipple, Pineville, formerly of
Murray, died Monday, Sept. 18, 1995, at his home.
He was a member of First Baptist Church, Pineville, where he was
Adult Sunday School Department Director, and of.a lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons. An Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict and
Vietnam War, he retired as Senior Master Sergeant. He was a native
of Dannemora, N.Y.
Survivors in addition to his wife, Electa, and his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Miller; include one daughter, Mrs. Janet Denton, Daingerfield,
Texas; two sons, David E. McMullian, Waterville, Ohio, and Neal E.
McMullian, North Canton, Ohio; one stepsister, Alma Sobel, Nantucket, Mass; two aunts; four grandchildren.
Funeral rites were Sept. 21 at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Hixson
Brothers Funeral Home, Pineville. Dr. Larry Baker officiated. Burial
with military honors by Barksdale Air Force Base was in Greenwood
Memorial Park, Pineville.
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Revolution activities

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

Misguided expansion
Higher education is spending
too much on bricks...
(This is an editorial reprinted from the Lexington Herald Leadcr's Sept. 29th edition.)
Nothing could be finer than for three banks to raise and spend
$1.3 million on higher education in Muhlenburg County. Nothing
would be worse than for the University of Kentucky or the legislature to let that money be spent.
A contradiction? No. The fact is that people can be both noble
and misguided. That's the case in Muhlenburg County.
The banks — Fist National Bank, First State Bank and First Kentucky Federal Savings Bank — have donated money for the construction of a branch campus of the Madisonville Community College. The new buildings would rise in Powderly, 30 miles south
and cast from Madisonville.
There is no regulation prohibiting this move. Community colleges can offer classes anywhere within a 30-mile radius of their
main campuses. Powderly slips within that geographic boundary.
The state Council on Higher Education (which we last heard had
control over Kentucky's community colleges and universities) is
reviewing that policy. For now, however, it stands.
And if the Powderly campus is built, it will rest within a stone's
throw of other colleges and universities: Western Kentucky in
Bowling Green, Henderson Community College, Owensboro Community College; Brescia and Kentucky Wesleyan colleges in
Owensboro.
The problem with Powderly U. is that it sets a terrible precedent.
Any community that raises enough money to construct a few buildings can buy a college. And once those classrooms are built, state
government will pay for the teachers, for the maintenance, for the
inevitable expansions that will be proposed to future legislatures.
The banks are putting up one time money; the state will be on the
hook forever.
The Powderly campus is not an isolated event. Just this year, the
University of Kentucky assumed control of the financially ailing
Lees College campus in Jackson and made it part of Hazard Community College. Paducah raised more than $8 million for an engineering school.
The outcome is a higher education system dying by a thousand
campuses. Money for public colleges and universities is being
spread as thin as dust, and these schools. roust make the choice
between spending money on students and spending money on
campuses.
We favor students, and would urge the generous Muhlenburg
County banks to think again about their investment. Put that
$1.3
million into people — with loans or grants for training and classes
— not into a few buildings in Powderly.
The episodes at Lees, Paducah and Powderly show a state forgetful that the purpose of education isn't laying brick, but buildin
g
knowledge.

...while failing to find
creative alternatives
Citizens of Paducah are no less generous than our Muhlen
burg
bankers. Individuals and businesses there have raised the money
to
build an $8 million facility at Paducah Community College,
where
they hope a degree in engineering will be offered.
This huge contribution to education has been controversial,
mostly because Murray State University and the University:of Kentuc
ky
have fought like wolves over who would run the school
. Oddly, a
secondary concern has been whether the region needs an engine
ering school at all.
Backers of the Paducah plan say the school is necessary both
to
attract high-tech businesses and to provide engineers for busine
sses
already in the Purchase region. The Council on Higher Education
hired a Florida firm to evaluate these claims. These are some
of the
firm's findings:
.•There is little evidence that technical universities attract
new
businesses. In a survey published in Area Development,
proximity
to a technical university was ranked 22 on a list of
23 factors
businesses deem important to selecting a site for a new
facility.
•Thc study found there has been a "drop in overall engine
ering
employment" and "the placement rates for recently graduated engineers are also dropping." For chemical engineers, there has
been a
"four-fold increase over the past few years in the percen
tage of
recent graduates who were unable to find a job within six
months
of' graduation.
•Thc Purchase region does not necessarily appear to
offer the
next best site after Louisville and Lexington to attract
the most
potential engineering students and, indeed, already appear
s to surpass many other regions in the college preparation of
its work
force."
*The Purchase region ranks only ninth of the 15 develo
pment
districts in the projected need for more engineers. "The
Purchase
area does not emerge from our analyses of regional econom
ic and
, employment data as having a significantly greater
need for access
to engineering than many other areas of the state,",
the report
concluded.
*Business leader's in other parts of the state that are not
adjacent
to existing engineering school campuses said they had
no trouble
attracting qualified engineers.
*There already is an engineering school within an hour's
drive of
Paducah — at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale.
Students
from 15 Western Kentucky counties (including all of
those in the
Purchase) can pay Illinois' in-state tuition.
The report is not exactly a four-star endorsement of
Paducah's
proposal. And it would be easy to conclude that there is no
need for
an engineering school in the Purchase.
But there is an either/or fallacy at work in that line
of thinking
— either a school is built, or it isn't. How about a third
path? Isn't
there a way to use Paducah's $8 million to speed
the transfer of
new technology to businesses in the Purchase to busine
sses in the
Purchase and to enhance existing engineering progra
ms? And
coukin'.t this be done without having a war over whethe
r the state
needs a new engineering program, much less who will contro
l it?
We think so.

•"

WASHINGTON (AP) — For
Republican Sen. Jim Jeffords,
being chairman of a key education panel is like an endless walk
on a balance beam. His party is
trying to cut education spending,
and he thinks that's "dumb."
"I can screw everything up,"
said the Vermont moderate.
"That is the power and the
problem."
Be true to your party or yourself? This era of revolutionary
fervor finds Republican moderates trying to do both.
Once a minority within a
minority, they now comprise
about 20 percent of the slim new
GOP majority in each chamber.
Amid a conservative tide, they
remain critical to their party's
success and are using that leverage to real effect.
Buoyed by victories on a welfare overhaul bill, moderate senators are trying to influence shifts
in Medicaid, the federal-state
health program for the poor.
Their House counterparts are
girding to preserve a family planning program they rescued earlier
this year and pressing for acceptance of softer Senate positions
on welfare, environmental protection and abortion rights.
"We know there will be some
changes," said Rep. Connie
Morella, R-Md. "We want to
make sure they are made compassionately, reasonably and responsibly. We see our role as a
bridge."
The conflict between party discipline and personal principles
came into sharp focus early this
year when the Senate defeated a
balanced budget amendment to
the Constitution by one vote.
Frustrated conservatives pressed

departments of labor, education
and health and human services.
"We had some assurances from

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

the speaker that when the conferees meet, those issues of greatest
concern to us would be addressed
and we would have a favorable
result," said Boehlert.
The concerns included abortion
restrictions, big education cuts
and the killing of a home heating
aid program. Convinced they will
be reversed, moderates helped
pass the bill 219-208.
The pressure points for Senate
moderates are mostly in committee, where party divisions are
nearly equal and one vote can
halt a Republican bill in its
tracks.
Jeffords said he was "tortured" over how to handle his
role. Just last week he sat out a
vote so education cuts he
opposed could go to the floor,
where he intends to fight them.
Sen. William Cohen, R-Maine,
said he helped send regulatory
reforms to the floor while
"reserving my right to shape the
legislation ... and vote to kill it if
necessary." The bill has been
stalled for months.
Moderates have also adjusted
their vocabulary to the new
climate.
Sen. John Chafee, R-R.1., is
trying to make sure Medicaid
continues to cover poor children
and disabled adults — but don't
try to label that an entitlement.
"We don't use the word entitlement anymore," he said cheerfully. "Guarantee's a better word."

Jill Lawrence
Associated Press Writer
for the ouster of Appropriations
Committee Chairman Mark Hatfield, the only Republican to vote
no — but he kept his job.
Moderate input is being
encouraged in many cases, particularly as polls begin to show
public wariness about the speed
and scope of GOP efforts to cut
federal spending, services and
oversight.
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EDITORIAL riOUNDUP
Sept. 24 — The Plain Dealer, Cleveland, on the
federal
budget:
It is all well and good for House Speaker Newt
Gingrich to play
tough with President Clinton on the budget. But Gingri
ch overplay' ed his hand when he foolishly brought the financi
al markets into
the game.
In a speech to the Public Securities Association,
Gingrich brazenly threatened to allow a U.S. default on govern
ment securities if
necessary to force Clinton to accept the right kind
of budget deal.

Gingrich's threat to delay a debt-ceiling bill to the
point of
default ... could suffice by itself to rattle nervous investo
rs and
raise interest rates.
Fortunately, Gingrich might be starting to understand
where he
went wrong. One day after his speech, he backed down
a bit, saying he would support a "very tough" increase in
the debt ceiling.
Gingrich needs to learn the virtue of restraint before the
government gets stuck with the cost of his mistakes.
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Candidate forums can get lost
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Paul Patton was standing an
arm's length away from his
gubernatorial opponent on the
stage of the Singletary Center for
the Arts when he accused Larry
Forgy of ducking him.
Spouting righteous indignation,
Patton said Forgy had insulted
people in Prestonsburg — indeed
all of eastern Kentucky — by
backing out of a joint appearance
sponsored by the Floyd County
Chamber of Commerce.
It was a curious place for a
spurious charge.
Patton, a Democrat from Pike
County, had accepted the invitation to take part in the Prestonsburg forum along with Forgy, a
Republican from Lexington.
But these joint appearances are
never as simple as two candidates
showing up at the same time and
place. The natural suspicion of
politicians is stretched to the
extreme during campaigns. Thus,
negotiations take place over even
the most mundane matters —
whether the candidates sit or
stand, who goes first, the format,
ad infinitum.
In this case, the chamber had
initially suggested there would be
perhaps 80 to 100 people in
attendance at the forum4with the
candidates getting to distribute
some of the tickets and some
reserved for the chamber to give
away.
When it got back to the Forgy
and Patton camps, the crowd had
grown to perhaps 300 wits' the
general public invited.
That didn't exactly sit well
with the Forgy folks. Campaign
manager Ted Jackson said he
feared the crowd could get unruly
and become part of the proceedings, similar to what happened at

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
the Fancy Farm picnic in August.
Besides. Jackson said, it was not
the format Forgy had agreed to.
What followed was Patton's
thunder about Forgy ducking
him.
Except this one doesn't walk
like a duck, quack like a duck or
look like a duck.
Last week alone, there were
two joint appearances by the candidates. One sponsored by the
Kentucky Press Association, the
other one from the Kentucky
Educational Television studios,
one of the three forums that KET
will carry.
In fact, nearly 30 joint appearances were scheduled from the
time Forgy declined the Prestonsburg appearance up until election
day.
Forums, debates, joint appearances and the like are all the rage
this campaign season. In large

part, they are a product of the
campaign finance law passed in
1992 that restricts the candidates
to spending $1.8 million each.
The joint appearances are freebies. It lets the candidates save
their money for more important
things like television
commercials.
The forums also provide a real
service. They let people see the
candidates side by side, compare
them, listen to them.
But the forums, as they are
being conducted this year, are
also flawed.
Simply put, the appearances
are too complicated.
The standard appearance
includes a moderator, three or
four panelists and the candidates.
Specific time slots are apportioned for questions from the
panelists and two newer variations, questions by the candidates
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to each other and questions from
the general public obtained
through various means. Each candidate is given a specific time to
answer.
The whole thing is _simply too
packaged.
If indeed the object is to let
voters see and hear the candidates
as they really think and act, then
the idea should be to simplify.
Put the candidates together on
a stage. Include a moderator if
need be. Choose questions from
the general public. Have the candidates take turns answering first.
Allot some time for them to
answer the question and then turn
them loose.
If the candidates choose to
shout at each other, curse, argue,
obfuscate or remain silent, so be
it. If they don't answer a question, let people see that. If a fist
fight breaks out, have at it. The
moderator should step in only to
call time or ask another question.
More problematic is the issue
of audiences.
Traditionally, the sponsoring
organizations- invite their members and friends as a sort of perquisite. Similarly, the candidates
are often allotted some tickets to
take care of their own supporters.
But this can mean the candidates play to the audience. And,
naturally enough, the audiences
can often laugh, applaud, boo or
whatever grabs their fancy.
At a minimum, joint appearances should not turn into torture
sessions tor the candidates. Let
them sit. Give them water. Talking for an hour can leave you
parched.
Mark R. Cheligren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

.
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and exclusion of provisions they
considered punitive.
Like all factions of the GOP,
moderates have come under
intense pressure as the new leaders try to enact sweeping changes
in just one year.
Rep. Fred Upton won't soon
forget the night he and other
moderate deficit hawks were
"hauled into a meeting" with
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, House Majority Leader Dick
Armey, R -Texas. They were
for example, loans his dining
refusi
ng to vote for tax cuts
room for the moderate Tuesday
unless they were tied to spending
Group's weekly lunch and is a
cuts.
frequent visitor.
Armey didn't want to clutter
up his tax bill and spent three
When House Republicans
rewrote the Clean Water Act to
hours telling them that "you've
relax protections, Rep. Sherwood
got to -do this for the team, it's
Boehlert, R-N.Y., said Gingrich
the crown jewel," said Upton, Rbacked his drive to scale back the
Mich. Sometime after midnight,
changes. Boehlert also tried to
Gingrich resolved the impasse in
restore enforcement authority
Upton's favor. "Newt was wit'
stripped in committee by antius from the beginning," he said.
regulation Republicans:- Gingrich
While he can be harsh, as
responded by asking him to co- evidenced by threats last week
to
chair a task force on the
punish three members who
environment.
opposed a key farm bill, Gingrich
Senate Majority Leader Bob seems to use gentle persuasion on
Dole, R-Kan., is tacking rightmoderates. He has more than
ward in a competition for the
once talked them on board after
GOP presidential nomination. promising their concerns
would
Still, he brokered a welfare combe met by the Senate or in conpromise in which moderates won
ference negotiations between the
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill
billions in child-care money, a
two chambers.
Lawrence covers Congress for
requirement that states help pay,
Take the spending bill for the The Associated
Press.
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Golfplay Wednesday

JO'S DATEBOOK

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. Oct. 4. at 9:30 a.m. Persons
are asked to note the change in
time.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses, Ann Brown,
753-4825, or Sue Outland,
753-8682.
The lineup is as follows:

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Animal Shelter needs items
Animal Shelter of Calloway County is in need of a mesh playpen
and winter blankets for use in the care of the many puppies being at
the shelter. Anyone having any items to donate may call the Shelter,
a United Way Agency, at 759-4141. The shelter is open from 1 to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Tee 1 - Betty Lowry, Lisa Carver,
Betty Stewart and Diane Villanove;
Tee 3- Venela Ward, Evelyn Jones,
Cathryn Garrott and Freda Steely;
Tee 4 - Norma Frank, Anna Mary
Adams, Ann Brown and Rainey
Apperson;

Need Line needs food for pantry
Need Line has released its list for this week's needs for food
items for the pantry to fill sacks for clients needing assistance.
Needed this week are canned fruit, soup, powdered milk, tuna,
canned meat, and macaroni and cheese. These may be taken to the
Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Need Line is a United Way agency.

Tee 5 - Margaret Shuffett. Billie
Cohoon, Billie Wilson and Rowena
Cullom,
Tee 9. Edith Garrison, Martha Sue
Ryan, Barbara Gray and Beth Belot,

Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept. 27, have been released
by Betty Stewart, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom and Mary Bogard, tied
for first, Betty Lowry, second;
First flight - Diane Villanova,
first, Betty Stewart, second:
Second flight - Betty Scott,
first, Peggy Shoemaker, second;
Third flight - Rowena Cullom,
first;
Overall low putts - Norma
Frank.

Ladies plan activities

CCACC will meet tonight

Stefanie M. Borders
, and Billy C. Collins

Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. in basement of Weaks Community
Center. Activities for Hazel Day will be planned. All members and
interested persons are invited. For information call 759-4735 or
753-5308.

Borders and Collins
wedding to be Oct. 21

Jewelry sale will be Tuesday
Murray Woman's Club will sponsoriits annual fund-raising jewelry sale on Tuesday, Oct. 3, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the club house,
704 Vine St., Murray. All types of jewelry priced from $5 to $50
will be featured. The public is invited to attend, according to Naomi
Rogers, general finance chairman.

Stefanie M. Borders and Billy C. Collins announce their
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Charlotte Carson of Murray:'Phillip Carson of Kirksey, and Joe Borders of 'Indianapolis, Ind. She is the
granddaughter of Judy Allen and the late Edward Allen and Louise
Borders and the late Virgii Borders, all of Benton._
The groom-elect is the son of Connell (Bill) and Juanita Collins of
Murray. He is the grandson of the late Ernest and Eupha Underwood
and the late John and Mary Collins.
.Miss Borders is employed at HT Marketfi, Inc. of Murray.
Mr. Collins is self-employed.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. 21, 1995, at
3 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Genealogical Society will meet •
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Oct. 3,
at 11 a.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Each
one should bring a sack lunch. Persons are asked to note the change
in time of the meeting.

Coalition meeting Tuesday
Patton-Henry Coalition meeting will be Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 7 p.m.
in Circuit Courtroom of Miller Courthouse Annex. All representatives of Democratic candidates are urged to attend as county headquarters location and staffing will, be decided.

Almo-Dexter meeting Tuesday
Almo-Dexter Water.District No. 4 will meet Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 7
p.m. at the fire station at Almo. All members and residents are asked
to note the change in date to the first Tuesday of each month.

CALENDAR

Community Volunteers will meet
Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday, Oct. 3,
at 4:30 p.m. at board office of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Center. All members and interested persons are invited.

Church Women to meet Wednesday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
an executive meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 10 a.m. in the Annex
of Calloway Public Library. Mildred Smith, president, urges all
churches to send a representative to this important meeting to play
activities for the coming year.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Oct. 2,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Peggy Payne from Paducah will speak about "Spouse Abuse." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice, 474-8774.

Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 11
a.m. at Sirloin_ Stockade, Murray. Each one should bring a favorite
doll as a child. All members and interested persons are invited to
attend.

MMS Council meeting today
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in Room 109 at the school. Agenda
items include KASC state meeting report, Committee Assignments,
proposed revisions to by-laws, committee reports and staffing
requests. This is open to all interested persons.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will have an educational meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 3 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information contact Nancy Rose, R.N.
and Hospice Director, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Sepcialist at
762-1100.

Kappa Department to meet Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 2, at 6:30 p.m. atithe club house. Janice Canter of Tole Gate
will present a craft project. Hostesses will be Charlotte Key, Jeannie
hiker and Mary Shipley.

Tuesday, Oct. 3
Monday, Oct. 2
Sheila Paschall and Mark.Spindleman
Children's Scholastic Book Fair,
wedding/6 p.m. at Spindleman home.
sponsored by Alpha Department of
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout
Murray Woman's Club/regular hours at
Leaders/6:30 p.m./Girl Scout cabin.
Calloway County Public Library.
Calloway County Association of ConBlood River Baptist Association/9:30
cerned Citizens/7:30 p.m./basement
a.m./Bethel Baptist Church and 7
r000m of Weeks Community Center.
p.m./Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Murray Woman's Club Executive
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Board meeting/6:30 p.m./club house.
Blood River Baptist Association/7
Commerce.
Kappa Department of Murray
p.m./Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Patton-Henry Coalition meeting/7
Library.
p.m./Circuit Courtroom at Miller
Annex.
Golden Circle Class of Memorial
Baptist Church/5:15 p.m. to go to
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
home of Joyce Thomas:
Info/Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice,
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
474-8774.
Info/753-0082.
First Presbyterian Church Cub
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
Scouts/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.: Finance
Committee/7 p.m.
p.m,/Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Group/7 p.m./Room 301.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United. Cancer Support Group/3
Methodist Church -general UMW
p.m./Education Unit of Murraymeeting/7 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m.
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
West Kentucky Playwrights
Chapel United Methodist Church.
workshop/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Park. Info/759-1752.
building.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 134,
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hospital.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Library.
Department/6:30 p.rntJWater Valley
Dexter/senior activities/9:30
Community Center.
a.m./Dexter Center.
AA closed special interest study
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Buildsenior citizens' activities.
ing, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
senior citizens' activities.
Racer Athletic Association/5:30
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
p.m./Sirloin Stockade. Info/762-4270.
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Tuesday, Oct. 3
Han, South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Westside Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Almo. Note change of date.
Calloway County Genealogical Study/9 a.m.; Women on Mission/6:30
p.m./horhe of Cindy'Chapman.
Society/11 a.m./Annex of Calloway
Winsome Ladies Class of Memorial
County Public Library.
Baptist Church/6 o m iFfaiinwaihin Hli
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/5 p.m.
• See Page 10

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Oct. 4.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
S.M.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Erma Tuck as hostess. Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 27, have been
released by Burlene Brewer and
Sue Stone, hostesses, as follows:
First place - Mary Alice Smith,
Irene Woods and Anna Lou
Coleman;
Second place - Shirley Wade,

Erma Tuck, Agnes Payne and
Grace James;
Third place - Ada Sue Roberts,
Mary Alice Garner and Bobbie
Burks.
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Pier 1 Imports is
pleased to have Angela
Hale-Mott,recent bride
of Michael Mott, join
our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and
decorative accessories.

SNAF'1110
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

1-800-432-9346

‘..icvnuacr COME PORMUNNIMOMS

jewelry Sale 9,9
Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street, Murray, Kentucky

co

—Tuesday, October 311 a.m.-7 p.m.
Priced from

$5-$50

Visa/Mastercard Accepted

Stop by and browse and have a cup of coffee with us.
Sponsored by Murray Wosisn'a Club • • non-profit orpanizabon.

Fringe Benefits
Hand Spa Manicure
Beautiful Natural Nails

Now!
r

Matrix Presents:
Biolage Blends
Professional Scalp Therapy & Spa Hair Wrap
Take a therapeutic journey that gets you to the
very nature of your hair and scalp needs.
71194274 or 753-1137
604Vt

Broad Ext. Murray
'

4

tab t
& FLOOR-4CAPET COVERING

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying atpet! Without proper installabon, your carpet Or
other floor covering will not loos( as beautiful and certainly will not last as iong.
sell all 1st quality carpet, vinyl, tile and hardwood
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
30 Yrs. Experience
T.TIis.Rd
Jay Knight
753-7728
Mitch Knight
K MOWS
Hwy 641 Mies South of Murray to Tom Taykor Road Rs1M 1500 yards

i

HaKM KY
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MPSY/X~/~407/40,935~49019495~40409100011000W464~KOMM6907/7/4000
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We are honored that
Melissa Clement
and
Brent ladmaMck
have chosen their
stonev.fore. flatware
and stemware through
.
our bridal registry.
Melissa and Brent will
'1 be married Oct. 7.
1995.
ri
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Hello
Stranger!

K41
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Searching for some answers
to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
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1-4 Casa del Sot 0
1100 Chestnut St.

4

Savor the rich taste of our grilled barbecue baby
back ribs and barbecue pork served every
Tuesday from 4:00-8:00.

AN WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, It is my lob to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gNts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
•
Call...

with

SPEZEDESALL.beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Turn onto 94 West(Main St.) and
go out of town to the blinking
ceution fight. Turn left and go to
the first road to the right which wilt
be Sq. Hale Rd. Go until you see
the KofC sign on your, right.
Everyone wercomel

lirparson

753-1133
140•Isse Kathryn °Wend 753-30/0
14•••••• Iromborp King SeR43411
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Ugly? Racers whip Austin Peay by 28
Murray St. defense loses streak;
Racers run past Governors 45-17
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — The
first words out of Houston Nutt's
mouth after Saturday's game in
Clarksville sounded like some he
used his first season.
"Every victory is sweet," Nutt
said afterwards. "You can call it
an ugly victory, but every victory
is sweet. I haven't been in
(coaching) long, but after 14 seasons I know we can sit around
and complain, but that's a victory, period."
Never mind that the Racers
(5-0) just finished waxing Austin
Peay 45-17, something wasn't
quite right.
Austin Peay (1-4) actually
crossed the 50-yard line, they
even had Racer defenders chasing
them down in the second half,
and amazingly, they scored in the
first half.
"That was real frustrating,
we're not used to it," junior.linebacker Reuel Shepherd summed
up for the defense, which entered
the game No. 1 in I-AA. "I guess
we got spoiled last week, keeping
Middle Tennessee from crossing
the 50. We were planning on
doing that this game and every
game."
In the loss, Austin Peay
spoiled the Racers' consecutive
scoreless quarters streak at 11,
three below the national record,
and ended MSU's streak of quarters without giving up a touchdown at 15.
Nutt, though happy with the
outcome, wasn't surprised with
the play of his Racers.
"1 was proud of them overall,
but 1 just knew after how much

•

RACERS 45, Austin Peay 17
Murray 91.
Austin Posy
A-4,2I7

7 7 14 17-48
0 3 7 7-17

MS—Cullors 5 pass frorn Cherry (Dill kick)
AP—F6 Young 30
MS—Stephens 12 pass from Cherry (Dill
luck)
US—Cullors 4 run (Dill kick)
US—Swinton 18 run (Dill luck)
AP—Didtson 1 run (Young luck)
MS—Cherry 1 run (Dill luck)
AP—Dickson 2 run (Young luck)
MS—FG Dill 44 6.23 4th
MS—Hampton 38 interception return (Dill
kick)
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Total Yards
Return Yards
Comp-An-Int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

NAM APSU
.20
25
53-352 45-257
74
72
426
329
111
127
8-17-0 8-25-1
6-41
3-34
0-0
1-0
6-47
8-81
2736
32 24

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Murray St.. Cuflors 25-201,
McCann 14-68, Scarborough 10-57, Swinton
1-18. Cherry 3-8 Austin Peay, Williams
13-97. Smith 6-47, Hoeitke 10-36. Hall 2-34,
Dickson 11-33, Navas 3-10
PASSING—Murray St , Cherry 8-17-0
Austin Peay, Hoekke 7-20-1, Williams 1-5-0
RECEIVING—Murray St.. Idelette 2-29,
Jones 2-20, Cullors 2-11. Stephens 1-12,
Swinton 1-2 Austin Peay, Williams 5-56,
Smith 2-7, 'Hall 1-9

energy and emotion we spent last
week, this wasn't going to be
easy," the third-year coach
explained. "We didn't have a
good week of practice. I didn't
tell that to anybody, but we did
not have a very good week. So
we were scared of this one
because we know what kind of
athletes -Austin Peay has."
As fast and as physical as the
Governors were, they were outclassed by Racer tailback Derrick
Cullors.
Cullors carried 25 times for
201 yards and one touchdown for
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STEVE PARKER/Lodger & Times photo

Redskins hand
Dallas 1st loss
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer

4

Associated Press file photo

Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman suffered a strained calf in Sunday's
27-23 loss at Washington.

WASHINGTON (AP) — First,
Troy Aikman left the game and
then the Cowboys fell apart.
The Redskins, sensing a vulnerability in their most hated
rival, responded with a performance full of gritty second effort
Sunday and held off a late rally
for a 27-23 victory over previously unbeaten Dallas.
The Cowboys became stunningly mortal in all phases of the

game after Aikman left with a
strained calf on the Cowboys'
first possession.
The Redskins defense put eight
men up front and dared Wade
Wilson to pass, and the 36-yearold backup didn't find his rhythm
until it was too late. Emmitt
Smith failed to rush for 100 yards
for the first time this season, and
the Dallas offensive line allowed
two sacks, as many as it had
given up previously all season.
The Cowboys' defense was
pushed aside by a patchwork
Redskins offensive line,
weakened by injuries to Jim
Lachey and Tre Johnson. Terry
Allen's 1-yard run in the third
quarter that made it 27-10 was
the first rushing touchdown
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Aikman goes down

By MIKE FLAM
Associated Press Writer
On a day when two undefeated
teams -lost and three starting
quarterbacks were knocked out,
the expansion Jacksonville
Jaguars hit the Houston Oilers
with the hardest blow of all.
Though the Oilers were the
worst team in the NFL last sea- son, they will forever be known
as the first team to lose to the
Jaguars.
Desmond Howard caught a
15-yard touchdown pass from
backup Mark Brunell with 1:03
to play and Mike Hollis added
the winning extra point to give
Jacksonville a 17-16 victory over
the Houston Oilers on Sunday.
"It's the first win in our history, it's huge," Jaguars coach
Tom Coughlin said. "It's a great
feeling. There is a lot of emotion
flowing out of this locker room at
this moment. It's one win, and
we don't have to worry about that
any more."
The Jaguars took a 10-0 lead,
but fell behind 16-10 before Darren Carrington recovered Rodney
Thoras' fumble at the Houston
45 with 2:27 left to start the winning touchdown drive.
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Murray State sophomore defensive tackle Eric Mathies goes up high to swat down a pass
by Austin Peay's
Lance Hoeltke (18) in the Racers' 45-17 win Saturday night.

mi See Page 7

Jacksonville
tops Houston
17-16 to gain
first-ever win
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his second 200-yard game of the
season. Cullors, a senior transfer
from Texas Christian, became
only the second back in MSU
history to crack the 200-yard barrier twice in his career.
His Murray State career consists of a grand total of five
games.
"He's incredible," Nutt said of
Cullors, sixth in the nation in
rushing entering the game at
150.5 yards per game. "Whenever
you've got a guy that can make
people miss like that he's
special."
Murray State jumped out to a
14-3 halftime lead, but pushed it
to 28-3 midway through the third
quarter. Cullors stamped his
name strongly on the first drive
of the second half.
Beginning with his 52-yard
kickoff return, Cullors carried
five times for all but one yard on
the Racers' 38-yard scoring
drive. His fifth carry was a fouryard waltz into the end zone to
put MSU up 21-3.
"It was hard for me to get into
a rhythm at TCU," said Cullors,
who had 264 all-purpose yards
Saturday. "When I was a fleshman I rotated every play, but I
still didn't get the feel of being in
there every play and watching the
defense and knowing what I had
to do. Up here, playing a lot, it
makes it easier to get into a
rhythm."
After Reginald Swinton's'
18-yard reverse put MSU up
28-3, the Governors relieved the
OVC's top passer, Lance Hoeltke, with slippery junior Daniel
Williams.

PRO FOOTBALL

4

MSU

Kansas
Oakland
San Dir
Denver

against Dallas this season.
The Cowboys, meanwhile,
made the mistakes one would
expect from the young, rebuilding
Redskins: Smith lost a fumble for
the second time this season;
motion penalties at the line of
scrimmage slowed down big
second-half drives.
Aikman grabbed his leg and
fell backward after throwing a
pass on the Cowboys' first possession. He was not hit on the
play, but appeared to get his
cleats caught in the natural grass.
The Cowboys said the injury
was a strained calf, which also
may keep the quarterback out of
next week's game against Green
Bay.

Naas
Phaedra
Washini
Anzona
NV 0
Groan I
Tampa
Chicago
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Dolma

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

Tigers fall at Madisonville; Henderson drops CCHS
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MADISON VILLE — Murray's
14th-ranked Tigers suffered their
second straight loss Saturday,
falling 1-0 to Madisonville.
With the loss, Murray dropped
to 9-3 on the season.
The only goal of the game
came 25 minutes into the first
half on a direct kick.
"The kid kicked it up over our
wall into the corner of the goal
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East Main - 753-5606

and there was nothing (goalkeeper) Ross (Clark) could do," Murray coach James Weatherly said.
Making the loss even tougher
was the fact that Murray owned a
20-5 advantage in shots, Weatherly said.
"This is the 13th year we've
had a team, and it's the first time
we've taken 20 shots and not
scored at least two goals," he
said. "It was an ugly game with
lots of fouling. We lost our composure, but the defense played

well holding them to just five
shots."
Murray plays at-Fort Campbell
Tuesday night with the junior
varsity game getting underway at
5:30 and the varsity contest to
follow.
'Murray won Saturday's junior
varsity game 2-0 to improve to
7-1-1 on the season. Micah
Cathey scored one goal and
assisted Brian Settle on the other.
GIRLS SOCCER

HAIL DAMAGE

Henderson Co. 5
Calloway Co. 1
HENDERSON — Calloway
County fell to 4-7-2 on the season with a 5-1 loss at Henderson
County Saturday.
Kettle Williams accounted for
the Lady Lakers' only goal on a
direct kick. Calloway was outshot
18-6.
"We're on a roller coaster right
now," Calloway coach Sharon
Arant said. "How we play

depends on if we're on or off that
day. We didn't play as well as we
can play, but we're battling sickness and injuries, and we don't
have a lot of substitutes anyway."
Arant said the team had good
play from Melanie Heltsley and
Whitney Price off the bench.
Calloway plays at Paducah
Tilghman tonight with a JV/
varsity doubleheader starting at
5:30.
*Calloway's junior varsity
squad lost 5-0 Saturday.

Repair

PAINTLESS Dent Removal

Auto Body Concepts
Prie Estimates • Insurance Approved • Local Referrals
Now Booking For Last Weeks!

Wednesday-Senior's Night! Buy one get one free!! 4,
7.99
Thursday Night-AN C.E. Seafood Platter
,l1t
8.95
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
.
111
Buffett .895 1.
ftSaturday Night-Our Famous Seafood Bu
5.95 /
1. Sunday-Our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-2

753-5050
12th & Glendale 'Murray
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•Racers...

Sports Briefs

FROM PAGE 6

Williams, an option quarterback, frustrated the Racer defense

MSU GOLF

Lady Racers ninth at Ole Miss tourney
OXFORD, Miss. - The Murray State Lady Racers finished
ninth in a 12-team field at the Lady Rebel Intercollegiate over the
weekend.
MSU shot a 694 (347-347) in the 36-hole tournament, played
Saturday and Sunday at the 5,825-yard par-72 University of Mississippi Golf Club in Oxford. The host Lady Rebels won the event
with a 615 (310-305).
Connie Steely led the Lady Racers with a 173 (84-89), followed
by Rechelle Cadwell with a 174 (85-89), Brandi Stevenson with a
175 (91-84), Joy Roach with a 176 (91-85) and Melanie Kopperud
with a 179 (87-92). Murray's Mikki McLeary, playing as an individual, shot a 184 (92-92).
MSU TENNIS

Racers host Murray State Invitational
The Murray State men's tennis team earned one singles and one
doubles title over the weekend at the MSU Invitational, its first and
only home action of the fall season.
The tournament featured seven singles flights and three doubles
flights with players from Murray State, Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech and Louisville.
Racer newcomer Chris Hayden captured the flight two singles
crown with three wins. In doubles play, the MSU tandem of Eric
Gressman and Shane McMillan remained undefeated on the year,
upping their record to 7-0.
Murray State's next action will be Oct. 6-9 at the Southern Intercollegiates in Athens, Ga. The Racers will send several individuals
to compete against some of the Southern Region's top players.
MSU VOLLEYBALL

Racers fall to Eastern, top Morehead
MOREHEAD - The Murray State volleyball squad improved its
Ohio Valley Conference record to 2-2 by downing Morehead State
3-2 Saturday.
Murray won by scores of 15-10, 4-15, 15-13, 11-15, 15-12. Stephanie Diebold had 20 kills for the Racers (4-8).
On Friday, the squad fell to Eastern Kentucky 3-1 as Diebold led
with 13 kills. Eastern won 15-13, 4-15, 15-0, 15-11.

SCOREBOAR

with quick dashes as the Governors ran their way back within
sight of the Racers.
"They cause you some problems," Nutt said of the Peay
pffense, which rolled up 257
yards on the ground. "With that
option they cause you some problems and they've got some speed
over there too, now. They're
going to win some ballgames."
Though Jacob Dickson's oneyard run with 1:42 in the third
quarter pulled APSU within
28-10, ending the Racer defense's
streak of quarters without a
touchdown, the Racer offense
killed any momentum Peay may
have stolen.
"I was hoping they (MSU

adefense) could pull that out," said
'Racer center Brian Cox. "But
that's alright. we knew when
(Peay) scored we'd have to get
out there and score another one.
too.
"Plus, the first four games they
(defense) had our backs, they
gave it to us on a platter. We
kind of had to earn this one a
little bit."
Mike Cherry's one-yard dive
put the Racers up 35-10 early in
the fourth and locked down the
victory.
Murray State's running game
rolled up 352 yards, with fullback
David McCann churning out 68
and backup tailback Tim Scarborough rushing for 62.
"I felt like we could run on
their front-four," Nutt said. "We
thought we'd come out and see

scare."They threw a lot of things
blitz every snap, that's-what they
did last year and that's what at NC 10 we know -where we
stand if we're able to stop them.
they've shown a lot of. But they
And, we know we can get better
came out and played us straight
and condone to grow."
defensively and that changed our
Members of the Racer defense
gameplan a little bit."
To their credit, the Racer were dejected after seeing their
defense held Hoeltke to 7-of-20 streaks end, but recognized the
passing for just 55 yards. Peay big picture after winning their
entered the game as the OVC's fifth-straight game.
"At first. I didn't even realize
top passing team at 230 yards per
what kind of streak we had
game.
Murray State has not allowed a going, but then when you find it
passing touchdown this season. out you want to keep it going as
"They switched quarterbacks long as possible," said Shepherd.
and they ran the option to perfec- "But eventually you know it's
tion," said Racer cornerback Wil- going to have to end. In a way
liam Hampton, who intercepted a I'm kind of glad it ended now, so
Williams _pass and ran it from 38 now we can focus on.just playing
yards out for the game's final defense. If we do our job they
won't score."

Here's who to count
on for quality
insurance.
David R. King is the person to
count on for quality Grange
Insurance for your auto, home,
life or business. You'll like how
Grange can meet your needs
while saving you money. Call •
or visit soon to find out more.

"When Quality Counts'

* Lifetime Guarantee On All Work.
* Graduate of Missoula Valley School of
Taxidermy, Missoula, MT
* Specializing In Quality Taxidermy

INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Look For Our Sign Located At
909 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 sycamore, Murray 753-8355

(Just Down From 5-Points)
Open Evenings Only

David N. Bailey

Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.

Licensed Taxidermist

'See me kw all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

502453-6986

RITE AID

(next to Century 21)

a•
,,,,, •II

753-9827
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn* Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Woo

NFL GLANCE
AR Taws CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Main
4 0 0 1 OW 121 50
Buffalo
2 1
667 5645
0
Indianapols
2 2 0
500 $306
Now England
1
3 0
250 40 92
NY Jett
1 • 4 13 '200 '78 149
Control
Carstand
3 1
750 115 47
NNW rgh
3 2
600 122 120
Cinannad
2 3
403 170 129
Houston
2 3
403 66 96
Jadisorwils
200 61 101
4
1
Watt
Kansas City
4 1
SOO 114 82
Oakland
4 1
SOO 149 65
San Diego
3 2
ROO 81 95
Sisals
2 2
500 71 79
Dame
2 3
400 97 113
NATIONAL CONFE ENCE
East
W L T Pd. PF PA
Dallas
4
1
800 146 85
Fitsladitahs
2 3
400 90 125
Washington •
2 3
400 99 102
Arizona
1
4
200 SO 133
N.Y. Giants
1
4
200 74 118
GRUM
&OW Bey
3 1
750 79 61
Tamps Bay
3 2
600 67 72
Chicago
2 2
5Qe1oS 111
Mrinssots
2 2
500 95 SI
Dame
3
1
250 74 67

Atlanta
St Lows
San Francisco
Carolna
Now Orleans

4 1
0
1100 103 105
-4 1
1103 117 86
0
4 1
0
SOO 137 68
0 4 0
000 52 105
0 5 0
000 98 126
Sunday's Gams*
Atlanta 30, Now England 17
Mani 26. Cincinnati 23
Tampa Bay 20. Carolna 13
Philadelphia- IS. Ni. Onions 10
Washington 27. Dallas 23
indianapots 21. St Louis 18
Kansas City 24. Arizona 3
Jacksonville 17. Houston 16
Seattle 27, News 10
Pittaturgh 31, San Dago 16
San Francisco 20. Now York Giants 6
Oakland 47. New You Jots 10
Open data Chicago. Ostroff. Groan Bay..
nnasola
Mooday's Gam*
pm
Bultal0 al Cleveland.
Sunday, Oct. II
Cincinnati at Tampa Bay. noon
Now York Jets at &Maio. noon
Pfftsburgh at Jacksonville. noon
Orson Bay at Dallas, noon
Washington at Philadelphia, noon
Carolina at Chicago. noon
Houston is Minnesota. noon
Cleveland at Detroit, 3 pm
Indianapols at Wand, 3 p.m
Sweat at Oakland. 3 p.m.
Arizona at Na. York Giants, 3 p.m
Nova at Ni. England, 7 p.m.
Optin data Atlanta. New Orisons St. Louts San
Francisco
Monday, Oct. •
San Dego at Kansas City, 8 pm

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

SALON SELECTIVES
SHAMPOO OR CONOMONER
22 0:
EXTRA STRENGTH

Regular or Gel
6.4 oz. .
Baking Soda Gel
6 3 oz.

TYLENOL
Geltabs, Gelraps or Caplets
Reg or Extended Relief SO's

.
11 1111111rUNITED'`
REBATE
, ,•! I Rebate Per Custom.,

INN

CLAIROL
NICE 'N EASY
HAIR COLOR

MONISTAT 7
Cream - I 59 oz .
Suppositories or
Disposables
Pkg. of 7

Assorted Shades

GET

READY

59

SALE 699
PRICE
j
UNITED 0300
REBATE
YOUR 399
FINAL
COST

FOR

KICKOFF

kV 1

RNFSI MIX

Forget the Helmet. Forget the Pads. Just get the Dish.

di 6:

Shop Larly for the 1U•st IlalloNveen Selections gr, savings!
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
ASSORTMENT

tAVI- Stiv,
tVar44
11Cbte
ot Ma"a
0 °13‘e.

%

WERTHER'S
ORIGINAL
CANDY

ROCK
CANDY CORN
EA.

Indian Corn,
Creme Pumpkin
or Harvest M.,
14 4 at Bonus Bag

EA.

HALLOWEEN
CHILD'S OR
TODDLERS

7 oz Elag

COSTUME
ASSORTMENT
c hii Pre pm ed $999

(Selections may vary by store)

SPECIAL

RITE AID PHOTO FINISHING COUPON

18

FREE2Snecl

()N

of 4" Prints Bound in FREE Photo

Galaxy Album!

111U
DIRECT%

C-41 process 35mm color print film.
Enclose Mit moon .0 Po *Me and Ma standard ha processing envelope with you 1.101 arid mark
'Coupon Enclosed' iris,, Spinal oblructions ania Not to be combined wilt, any oMer oar I init one
cosign MI on* Per cuslomer Not raid for One How Proeessrg Good thr• October IS 1995

‘-oss DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEM

Coke
12 pack 12 oz.

EA.

BUY

289

cans

Golden Flake Chips
6 oz
BEVERAGE fTEMS PLUS APFIXARLE

Trals

AND DEPOTS

Prices Effective October 2 thru October 8, 1995

NFL SUNDAY TICKET offers up to 13 regular season games every Sunday!
Also on DIRECTV-hit movies, cable favorite & more great sports parkAges!
Get your DSS system and order DIRECTV today at:

.

,
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•icris•vorx-,RAPieCAL F PROR

OUANTITIE1
0
SEVERNAAt FOR
NON-REFRIGERATE0 FWLICTS

\Dt12
411 lAaple Street

Murray, Ky.

783-1713
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PHARMACY
For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you, call 1-800-4-DRUGSTORES.
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Oct. 1-7 is 4-H Weeli

• t•

•

Harper leads local
4-H'ers in activities

•

I'm Ginny Harper, the Calloway
County Extension Agent for 4-H/
Youth Development. I'm excited by
the opportunities that 4-H affords
youth in today's world. 4-H is thlargest youth organization in the
world.
It serves youth ages 9 to 19. 4-H
is for boys and girls. There are many
adventures and experiences that
youth can have in 4-H. The 4-H
Program here in Calloway County
has many components.
There are community clubs,
school clubs, project groups,special
interest groups, and school enrichment activities. As well as events in
the county, area, and state levels.
The 4-H Council plans and conducts the county 4-H activities and
programs. The 4-H Leaders' Council is made up of volunteers who are
leaders of a school or community
club and community members who
are interested in the 4-H program in
Calloway County.
Upcoming 4-H events include the
4-H Speech contest at Calloway
County High School Nov.6 at 6:30

4-H camp also allowed campers to spend
enjoying a wee,, of fun-filled activities.

Cooking Is sweet. Westwood 4-H members make nutty-buddies to sell
at the bicycle rodeo.

time with their friends while

GINNY HARPER
p.m. Youth 9-13 will give a 3 to 5
minute speech and youth 14-19 a 5
to 7 minute speech. The 4-H
Achievement Banquet is Nov. 28 at
Calloway High at 6:30 p.m. 4-H
members will receive recognition
for their activities for the past year.

Proud To Support
This Fine Organization
i
,

Farris Grain
a Tobacco
0

LaShawna Lewis shares information and experiences with the New Concord Homemaker Club. Lewis won the honor of 4-H Junior Queen at the
annual achievement banquet.

4-H week camp is an exciting time for youth of Calloway County. Sixty
youth from Calloway County went to West Kentucky 4-H Camp at Dawson Springs in June for the fun-filled week.

- Industrial Rd. • 7534462

DR. MOM L malarrr
Chirqpractor

I

—aimmoommemp-llealaett Chiropractic Center
at University Square
301 N. Mb St., Suite B
Adarray, Ky. 4.1071

(502)7594116

Building A Better Future
Through Hard Work
and Dedication

mE

The county variety show Is a great way for youth to learn performance
skills and !pun to share their abilities with others. Kaci Greer won the
Individual competition and the Southwest Superstars won the Club Act.

This happy 4-H'er, Halee Greer, shares a hug with her horse after a
successful ride during the Dusty Spurs 4-H Horse Show, an event of
the Murray-Calloway County Fair.

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray
(502) 753-3062
Toll Free 1.1300-852-9736

We Support 4-ffers.
Our Future Depends On Them.

4-

Nothing Runs
Like a Deere'

J.D. EQ CENTER
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 759-1617

;

•

Westside
Veterinary
Service
Dedicated Health Care For Your Pets
Medicine. Surgery & Dentistry• Boarding & Grooming
Horses & Farm Animals
Hospital Member

Dr. Bob Salley
Dr. Noel Thomas
Dr. Don Flukey
,Dr. Damon Eastwood

AAHA

AMIERYN

FORD

HOSPITAL

ME RCURY

ASSOCIATION

liNCOLP•I

Johnny Robertsoa Rd.. Murray • 753-6740
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403 South L.P. Miller St.
753-0212
Murray

(502)753-5273
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Our members take pride in seeing a project through,
and finding out what it takes to plan and implement.
They have a great future ahead thanks to 4-Hl

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

-rionid.,..Pr-•e•-01,•••••••••-•rilt••• '"
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4-H Plants Seeds Of Accomplishment

4-H For Youth...
For America

/Fp Small 4•1.fftul ofv.

s.

Calloway County 4-if has a shooting sports program. Leaders are certified as hunter safety Instructors and gun safety Is stressed to the
youth Chris Yoo Is pictured shooting a bow at 4-H camp.

As part of 4-H camp, campers enjoyed many activities including
archery.
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in You Imagined
Week in Kentucky
Volunteer leaders:

t

Local children benefit from efforts
by. Arlie Scott
Volunteer 4-H Leaders ire a
group that give of their time, talent
and yes money for the betterment of
a communities most precious possession - the communities children.

their friends while

our best. It often, if not always
requires some sacrifices and the
firm establishment of priorities.
One report estimated that about
one in four of our people desire to
help as a volunteer. Are you one of
them? You can be. We are not all
great orators; however, from those
with that talent we can become
beuer speakers.

There is not another club that
offers more opportunity to reach
more girls and boys than the 4-H.To
do this, there is the need for volunteer leaders. Girls and boys need
constructive guidance; consequently, the role of the 4-H volunteer is both a desirable and a
demanding one. It is desirable in
terms of being able to assist and
direct 4-Hers in the right direction.

Calloway County Teen Council stands proud. Officers are Jennifer
Hughes, reporter, Laurie Jo Parker, president, Miranda Rogers, vice
president, and not shown, Emily Thomas, secretary-treasurer.

confidence, self worth and their
ability to discriminate between different ideas.

Not all are good writers, but from
the good writers we can learn to
write better. All do not have the
talent to be an excellent cattle judge,
however, from the gifted one, we
can become a better judge.
There is a place for all talents in
the 4-H program. Few things seem
worse than one not using his talents
for improving a communities most
important possession — their children. 4-H goes beyond the school and
home. Consequently, as a volunteer
leader you have the opportunity to
help children develop their self-

Volunteers receive the satisfaction in knowing that accomplishments and progress are being made;
that strength and a sense of direction
are being achieved in the individual.
Volunteer leadership demands that
only our best is adequate and a
constant effort must be made to do

Clip Ad
For Free
Gilt!

4-H is the place for children to get
rewards for their efforts and recognition of the right kind. As a
volunteer 4-H leader, you have the
opportunity to guide children and
see them develop as a result of your
guidance. Remember where there is
an opportunity, there is a respon,ibility.
Volunteers are needed. Won't
you check with your 4-H Extension
Agent on how you may become one
of the thousands of 4-H volunteers
across the state of Kentucky.
In doing so, you can count your
blessings, honor your responsibilities and do a good deed by helping
the youth of our communities —
you will be glad you did. This is
what being a 4-H volunteer is all
about.

50 lb $9.95

Black Oil Sunflower

50 lb $10.95

Hi-Mag Mineral

50 lb. $6.25

Rabbit Pellets
Hi-Ration Hi Pro
Dog Food

elth the New Connlor Queen at the

Dairy shows and dairy judging are ways for youth to demonstrate their
knowledge and skills about their dairy cattle. Pictured Is Kasey Stark
with one of her Holstein dairy cows.

taj

For more information. contact your
County Extension Office.

E
•.

••

50 lb. $12.95

Farmers
Farmacy 407
Dixieland Ctr. • 759-2248

LI

Prices Good September 27 thru October 14, 1995

Motto
High Tensile
Field Fence

Think Ahead For Spring

All Fall Bulbs

,
20

• ASTM class III zinc coating
• Does same job as conven
tional fence with heavier ga.
filler wires

939-6-14 (toel.iieo4).
her horse after a
;how, an event of

939-6-12 1/2 m81.11612)
4-H camp teaches youth skills In the water. There are also swimming
classes that teach the campers how to swim more effectively.

National
4-H Club
Creed

Leaders are certl•
stressed to the
I-H camp.

I believe in 4-H Club work for the
opportunity it will give me to
become a useful citizen.
I believe in the training of my
HEAD for the power it will give me
to think, to plan, and to reason.
I believe in the training of my
HEART for the nobleness it will
give me to become kincl sympathetic, and true.
I believe in the training of my
HANDS for the ability it will give
me to be helpful, useful, and skillful.
I believe in the training of my
HEALTH for the strength it will
give me to enjoy life, to resist
disease, and to work efficiently.
I believe in my country, my state,
and my community, and in my
responsibility for their development.
In all these things I believe, and I
am willing to dedicate my efforts to
their fulfillment.

4-

--10.+1041.411000.40"°""---

1o47-6-121r2.81,614)

A bit Me

95.95

109.95

Class Ill Galvanized Staples
31.95
1 3/4 in. x SO lb. (1081 13235)

High Tensile Barbed Wire

iti

• 4 pt 5 in ASTM Class Ill zinc coating

2099,-

• For electric or
temporary fence

2692,_inso,
15 1/2 ga. Motto

Fieldmaster #500.1
.Charges up to 15
mi. of fence
•110-120V
-Shocks through wet
weeds & brush

204 Railroad Ave.. Morro)!
753-1933
St•te Line Rd., Hazel
4988142

...,
AS!
as.

18 ga. Motto Jr.

DU-A-LOT
Panel

1111
111153t
p I 01
"
:

=•!:••i=7A

.16 ft length x 52 in height• Heavy galvanized zinc coating

Cattle Panel (#081-13504)
•16 ft. length x 52 in. height

14.99

Hog Panel (#081-13506)
•16 ft. length x 34 in. height

13.99

#100
6v Stocker
up to 10 miles of fence
-Charges
-Use any 6v battery
-Rustproof steel case, indoor
or protected installation

Industrial Road

Dees Hank of_Hazel
Member FDIC

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

r

‘91. -4..)cr

4'.1E"- •
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•
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es.••
I MI AS 41111111.1111
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We're proud to support
these innovative young people
and this outstanding organization.

„.. •

WOWS

2 & 3 Gal
Tulips • Crocus
Hyacinths
Narcissus
Daffodil
Iris • Nivalis

1047-6-14 otoe147606)76.95
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The Old Farmer's Almanac 1995-1996 Winter Weather Map

Scholars bowl yields rewards
Last year, six students from Paducah Tilghman High School
earned $1,000 each for college
Funds by placing first in the African
Heritage Scholars Bowl at Murray
State University.
Who will the next winner be? It
could be any student group from
panicipating high schools across the
region when they gather on Murray
State's campus Oct. 1010 participate

JUDGE
J.W."BILL"

in the second annual African Heritage Scholars Bowl.
Sponsored by the MSU office of
African-American recruitment and
retention, last year's bowl was the
first of its kind in far western
Kentucky and featured a five-round
format fashioned much like an
academic tournament. Doris Clark,
program coordinator,says the scholars bowl provides students with an
opportunity to showcase their
knowledge of African-American
history- while getting a brief look at
life on the college campus.
In order to be eligible to compete,

teams must include at least five
members who are currently enrolled
in high scool at freshman, sophomore, junior or senior status. Any
school, church or youth group is
encouraged to enter.
In addition to scholarships, students have a chance to win T7shirts,
trophies, book and gift certificates.
To request a registration form or
recieve more information about-the
African Heritage Scholars Bowl,
call Clark at (502) 762-3088. Persons outside of the local area may
call tool free at 1-800-272-4678,
ext. 4.

1261631,
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Large Hamburger,
Fries and
Med. Drink
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
753-0045
Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri
Murray, Ky.
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

TJ's

The Calloway County Health
Center of the Purchase District
Health Department will be administering the Influenza Vaccine,Thursday Oct. 12 and itursday Oct. 19th.
Please call the Health Center at
753-3381 for more information.

NEED
TRANSPORTATION?

You Get
Instant Approval
If You Meet
These Guidelines:

.
_

CALL (502) 753-2222
OR COME BY!
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"If you have an interest in
starting or rebuilding your
credit, NOW is the time,
and THIS is the place."

0-Proof of Social Security Card
0-Proof of Valid Driver's License
0-Proof of Two of Your Most
Recent Pay Check Stubs Reflecting
$150 Net Per Week
0-Proof of Current Utility Bill
(Preferably In Your Name)
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Financial Source is
C.A C (Credit
Acceptance Corp.)
Southfield, Mich.

This year the flu vaccine contains
Affexas, A/Johannesburg, and B/
Harbin strains. It is especially recommended for persons 55 Years of
age and older, adults and children
with long-trem or chronic health
problems, persons who have disorders which lower their normal resistance to infection, health care workers,and household members of high
risk persons. Children under 18
must have a doctor's order and
should be accompanied by a parent
or guardian.
Anyone who is allergic to eggs,

Cool
a.nd dry

Auto Finance Center
of Murray
( Located Across From Toyota of Murray on Hwy. 641 South)

has ever had a serious allergic
reaction to a flu shot,or has ever had
Guillian Barre Syndrome should not
receive the vaccine.
In addition, pregnant women and
persons who are acutely ill will not
be given the vaccine.
Anyone who has Medicare, Kentucky Medical Assistance, or insurance should bring the cards to theflu
clinic. There is a $4 charge for the
vaccine this year, however, no one
will be denied because of inability
to pay.

MSU awarded federal grant

1

NOW,
BY TH
MONV
LOWS

SEC

$0.287
The department offacilities management at Murray State University
has been awarded a $66,000 grant
by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet.
Murray State also contributed more
than the grant amount to fulfill the
project.

CALENDAR
FROM PAGE 5

0-Proof of Physical Damage Auto Insurance
0-Must Be 18 Years or Older
0-Monthly Payments & Down Payments
Are Displayed On The Car
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Tuesday, Oct. 3
'First Presbyterian Chuich Ladies'
Night Out/6:15 p.m.; College
Fellowship/7 p.m./Manse.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
First Christian Church CWF Group
11/10:30 a.m./Eva's Country Kitchen.
First United Methodist Church UMW
Executive meeting/9 a.m.;
Quilters/9:30 a.m.;_ UMW general
meeting/10 a.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library
open/10-11:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Lottie Moon
Group/10 a.m. w/Opal Howard; Kathleen Jones Group/2 p.m. w/Louise
Swann; Church-wide Visitation/6:45
p.m.; Bea Walker Group/7 p.m./Room
301 and Men's Bible Study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Adults Belong in College
Workshoip/6-9 p.m./Curris Center
Small Ballroom, MSU. Info/762-2186.
American Musicale RecitaLpy Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
fraternities/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,

MSU.
Murray Moos. Lodge officers
meeting/7 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.

Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Ed West, director of facilities
management, said the funding was
used to make improvements at the
Breathitt Veterinary Center.
"It is an grant to modify the
building air conditioning system for
energy purposes," said west. He
indicated the goal ofthe grant was to
save energy.
West said the facilities management ran a heat recovery loop and
changed the HVAC (heat ventalating and air conditioning) controls.
"The old building had 100 percent
exhaust," he noted. A recovery loop
was installed in order to improve the
efficiency of the building's heating
and air system.

Mills could
face stiff
penalties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills could be fined up to $2,000
on each of the nine violations of
Kentucky's ethics law following
the hearing on the allegations that
was scheduled to begin today.
Mills has already admitted
some of the allegations, but has
denied that she intentionally violated any laws.
Matthew Mooney, a hearing
officer from the Kentucky attorney general's office, denied a
motion brought by the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission to
forego the hearing.
Ethics commission attorney
Lori Flanery said Mooney wants
to hear the entire case.
Four days have been set aside
for the hearing. Although it is
open to the public, it is to be held
in a small room in the Capitol.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND A

GOSPEL
MEETING
WEST MURRAY
CHURCH of CHRIST
Doran lid. and Holiday Dr.

OCTOBER 1-6
7:30 Nightly
(Regular meeting times on Sunday)

Speaker: Johnie Edwards
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ORDINANCE NO. 96-1069

ORDINANCE NO. 96-1068

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR 1995 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1995: SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS
132.284: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY
RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL
BE PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED
FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES EXCEPT FOR THE
$0.01750 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE
FUNDING OF ACTIVE PENSIONERS,
CITY OF MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND: SETTING A
DATE ON WHICH AD VALOREM TAXES
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT: PROVIDING FOR PENALTY AND INTEREST FOR
DELINQUENT PAYMENT AND PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR
ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT
TAX LISTING.

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KY FOR THE YEAR 1996 UPON ALL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND WATERCRAFT
IN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE
PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE GENERAL FUND EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0175
LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF
ACTIVE PENSIONERS, MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND
AND EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0333 LEVY
IMPOSED FOR THE CERS UNFUNDED
LIABILITY.

WHEREAS,PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL
44, A PUBLIC HEARING WAS
HELD BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON SEPTEMBER 21,
1995 WITH RESPECT TO THE
ADOPTION OF AN AD VALOREM
TAX RATE AND PRIOR THERETO
WAS ADVERTISED ACCORDING
TO LAW:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.2873 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of real property,including franchise real property, in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, subject to taxation for operation
of the City of Murray General Fund,
SECTION II, An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.3145 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of personal. property, including
franchise personal property, in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation for
operation of the City of Murray General
Fund.
SECTION III. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.0175ii is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of property, including franchises,
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to
taxation for funding of active pensioners,
City of Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION IV. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.2150o is hereby levied on the taxable
value of all bask shares in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation pursuant to KRS 136.270.
SECTION V. An interest rate of 6% per
annum shall be imposed on all unpaid
property tax bills as ofJanuary 1, 1996 with
unpaid property tax bills continuing to bear
this interest rate until date of payment.
SECTION VI. A 10% penalty shall be
imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
December 1, 1995 which shall be in addition
to the actual amount of ad valorem tax.
SECTION VII. The City Clerk/Tax Collector may publish according to law, on or
about April 1, 1996, a list of delinquent
property tax statements, and in addition to
penalties and interest hereto imposed, a
$3.00 publication charge, per publication,
shall be added to each published property
tax bill.
SECTION VIII. This ordinance shall be
in full force and effect from and after its
adoption and publication as required by law.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
21 day of September, 1995.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
28 day of September, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

ORDINANCE 96-1067
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A 25
M.P.H. SPEED LIMITS ON POPLAR
STREET BETWEEN FOURTH AND
TWELFTH STREETS.

WHEREAS,KRS 132.487 requires that all
taxing districts that propose to levy a tax
on motor vehicles and watercraft set their
tax rates for each year by October 1
preceding the year to be taxed.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section I. Effecti ve January 1, 1996,a tax
rate of $0.3292 shall be levied on each $100
of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment
in the City of Murray, 'Kentucky, for operation of the City of Murray General Fund.
Section II. Effective January 1, 1996, a
tax rate of $0.0175 shall be levied on each
$100 of vehicle and watercraft assessment
in the City of Murray,Kentucky,for funding
of active pensioners, City of Murray Police
and Firemen's Pension Fund,
Section III. Effective January 1, 1996, a
tax rate of $0.0333 shall be levied on each
$100 of motor vehicles and watercraft assessment in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
for underwriting the debt of the CERS
Unfunded Liability.
Section IV. Upon adoption of this ordinance,the City Clerk is hereby authorized to
certify to the Department of Property Taxation, Revenue Cabinet, Frankfort, Kentucky, the total tax rate of $0.3800 to be
levied on January 1, 1996, Motor Vehicle
and Watercraft Valuations.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
12th day of September, 1995.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
28 day of September, 1996,
Wm, N. Cherry
Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

ORDINANCE NO. 95-1060
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR 1995 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSEggMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1995, SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO }CRS
132.285: SAID SPECIAL TAX LEVY BEING AUTHORIZED BY }CRS 78.530 (3) C
AND PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY TO UNDERWRITE THE UNFUNDED LIABILITY OF
TRANSFERRING POLICE AND FIRE
PERSONNEL TO CERS HAZARDOUS
DUTY RETIREMENT.
WHEREAS, the Murray City Council
adopted Ordinance No. 88-894 on July
28, 1988 authorizing, pursuant to KRS
78.510 through 78.852, that police and
fire personnel be transferred to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement; and

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
21 day of Seigember, 1995.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section 1: The speed limits on Poplar
Street between Fourth and Twelfth Streets
is hereby reduced from 36 m.p.h.to 25 m.p.h.
•
William N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest:
Jo Craps, City Clerk

Bid proposals for
all projects will be
available until 9:00
a.m., Eastern Daylight Time, Friday,
October 6, 1996, at
the Division of
Contract Procurement. Bid proposals for all projects will be available ata cost of$10
-each and remittance payable to
the State Treasurer of Kentucky
must accompany
request for proposals (non-refundable). Bid proposals are issued
Only to prequalified
contractors.
propSpecimen
osalb for all projects will be available to all interested parties at a
cost of $10 each
(non-refundable).
propSpecimen
osals cannot be
used for bidding.

CLASSIFIED

MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reeder & Advisor A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment.
Pizza Magic Aurora. Open
5pm Thurs, Fn. Sat. Pizza,
salads, hot sandwiches,
gyros & breed sticks. Dina
in or carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
STEAK and Potato Diet.
Lose weight by eating to
your hearts content. Guaranteed to work. 110.00 at
Woodvalley 55, Able Rd.,
Bepton, Ky 42025.

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
28 day of September, 1995.

ADOPTION: We we a kind
California couple who tongs
to adopt. We can give your
newborn a loving family in a
secure home Legal/
Medical. Call collect to Barbara, easy to talk to.
818-841-4590.
REDUCE; Burn off fat fast.
Take OPAL, available Holland Drug, 109 So. 4th St.,
Murray.
WILL the person who mows
the old Bethel Cemetery on
Bethel Rd. please contact
me at the following address
-for number. James K. Phillips. 10692W. Re Ave. *B,
Lakewood, Co , 80232. Ph.
303-969-0773.
050

Lost
And Found
LOST large black male cat
in Gatesborough, home
753-7353, office 762-2152
LOST: Mans dais ring, initials T.C.C. inside. Reward,
753-7290- Days.
060
Hee
Wanted

Drivers
ARE YOU
LIVING
PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
People have jobs. But
does yours pay a professional wage?90% of J.B.
Hunt dnven make between $2000 to $4000
and more monthly. In
addition to their regular
pay, they are eligible for
bonuses of up to $6500
yearly. That means drivers with even 1 year of
experience can mike
31.5 cents per mile.
How? We are America's
largesi publicly owned
truckload carrier and our
sine and strength in the
industry can bring you
these benefits and more.
Attend our career presentation to learn more
about our wages, benefUs and training:

LEASE to hunters,
300..acre wildlife refuge
753-1300

CATFISH dinners Thursday and Friday nights Take
Me Back Cafe, 753-6425
Carryouts welcome

MEET more quality singles
Down Home Singles,
615-993-2000

Oftice: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
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Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help If you are
energetic, enthusiastic and hke people, we would
like to meet you
Positions available
itr Manager
litr Crew Leaders
tr Assistant Manager tr Cooks, Cashiers
Starting from $4 40-$5 00/hr depending on experience and
position.
Apply in person at the Benton, Murray, Calvert City, and
Mayfield Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant', ECE./INF.

KFC
TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met. $5.47/hr.
stripping/Alt. work 10/24/95-1/15/96. Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

Set-up &
Display

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

NOW

APPLY IN PERSON AT

$1280

JAKEL, INC.

per moth •

700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Great opportunity
for those willing to
work & grow with
company.
Earn
trips and incen-‘,
"
fives
complete
training provided.

PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE st INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PAC
-KAOE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer

For Interview cell:
901-644-3063
901-644-3066
901-644-3137

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best tOrnakerS,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
Equal Oppeounity Employir 14/F AIN
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502-759-1333

EXPERIENCED backhoe
operator for septic system
installation. CDL required
Benefits 759-1401.

An

,•.s

Anytime By Appointment

DRIVER'S needed, must
be 18, have valid drivers
license II insurance. Must
own vehicle, w/gcxxl driving
record. Apply at Domino's
Pizza.

.
1 .
:
:
). .
'. 1

753-0113

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

DANCERS wanted Foxy
Lady, Hwy 79 So, Pans,
Tenn 901-644-0301 You
have seen the rest now
come see the bead
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HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

•

di4

Arlo. %JP

Tapes

Dixieland Center

CUSTOMER service personnel needed Flexible
hours, competitive wages.
Apply in person, Boone's
Cleaners, 605 Main,
Murray.

MASSAGETO YOU

,

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

CREATIVE person, who
appreciates gourmet food
Most have retail expenonce, part or full time Call
759-1303, ask /Of Betty.

Convenient studio or outcolls to your home or hotel

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

/ ALPINE.
•'Ioddrordf)scraGt.

CONCRETE finishers
needed full Of part time
502-898-8425.

Dove Estee WIT

Second Car

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CARPENTERS & Carpenters helpers, 5 yrs experience. Cali 502-753-9100 or
after
7pm,
call
502-527-3708

7 DRYS R WEEK
111001W - 1(kO0PM

HOUSEKEEPING, apply
mornings only at Days Inn,
641 So , Murray 753 6706

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

BULK MAIL CLERK, 20-40
hrs/wk, must have flexible
hours, lifting and driving
required. Apply at Automated Direct Mail, 312
Main Street, Murray.

753-3801

2803

Locations Coast to Coast

ATTENTION Murray No
experience needed.
1500/1900 weekly/
potential processing mortgage refunds in your area.
Part or full-time. Call
1-216-233-4204 (24 hrs.).

* * ****

EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail
See now, no experience,
tree supplies. informaoon,
no obligaeon Send self
addressed stamped envelops to Bucks. Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Or
No 306, Orlando, Florida,

llglgDuckling
LITAZIO313211

AFTERNOON dishwasher
Apply in person Of cat
492-8196. Ann's Country
Kfthen, Hazel, Ky

Expeneertd driven cilk
I411-M1-1531
WE. Silken to dm;

ii

Americas

ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334.

Relaxation
Stress Reduction
Pain

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

EXPERIENCED substitute
leacher wanted at local
Child Development Center
Cal 733-5227 for more information EOP

901-644-3137

Wedeaday, October 4
Meeting beg, promptly
it:
11 AM,2 PM, ANDI PM
Days lie
3911 Hiekkvile Rood
I-241k U.S.0Wist,
hdacsk, KY
Or, cok

020

Nodes

Owen's Market
1407 W. Main St.

901444-3068

HEALTH!

Notice

90 PEOPLE
NEEDED
NOW
Northsesiern
manuisClUring company
needs people to start
wort Immediately as
dip* oonsutants and
managment trainees
• No experience
necessary
• Permanent position
• Rapid advancement
• Promotion poeskile
(90 days to management)
• No otriumNo layoils
Good job security.
Must be neat in appearance,have a good
westing attitude and
be dependable. Only
serious people need
apply.
INTERVIEW TODAY/
WORK TOMORROW

Personale

UVIPROVE YOUR

02f1

Deli Help
Needed Apply at
Time

901444-3063

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

Part or Full

(Men/Women)

025

SULUVAN Interiors sop
aal of the month Highland
House sofa, chair, and ot
toman, 11300 75397

Introduced By The City Council On 09/12/95.
Adopted By The City Council On 09/28/95.

'tree kocel diem service

Fern Terrace
Lodge
Personal care
home in Murray,
Is oking for a
pair of swans,for
the residents to
love and enjoy.
Please call
Jerry Kalberer
at 753-7109
if you can help.

Owen's

FACTORY OUTLET

11;89
per mom +

Jerry lAcConnoll
Insurance
753-4199

HOUSE Of Clothes where
$1.00 buys what you need
Shorts, jeans, t-shirts, dresses, work pants. Mon thru
Fri , 1701 N. 121 Bypass.
Phone 753-6981. Sat. Sun
13 miles from Murray on
464. 489-2243.

Section I. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.0333 is hereby levied on each $100
valuation of all property, including franchises, in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
subject to taxation to underwrite the CERS
Unfunded Liability of transferring police
and fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty
Retirement,

WHEREAS,the City Council agrees with
said recommendation, and

CB GR 95 0000182,
Calloway County
Bituminous Surface on Various
Roads.
See Proposal for
Additional Information.

No age limit id apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free iniormabon call

Notice

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:

Section II. This ordinance shall be in full
force and effect from and after its adoption
and publication as required by law.

CBGR 95 0000161,
Calloway County
Bituminous Surface on Various
Roads,
See Proposal For
Additional Information,

CANCER
INSURANCE

020

WHEREAS, pursuant to KRS 78.530(3)
C, the City of Murray is authorized to
levy a special act valorem tax to underwrite the unfunded liability ofthis transfer:

WHEREAS,the Public Safety Committee
has recommended that the speed limit on
Poplar Street between Fourth and Twelfth
Streets be reduced from 35 m.p.h. to 25
m.p.h., and

Commonwealth
of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department Of
Highways
Notice To
Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received by the Department of Highways in the Division of Contract
Procurement and/
or the Auditorium
located on the 1st
floor of the State
Building,
Office
Frankfort,
Kentucky, until 10:00
a.m., Eastern Daylight Time on the
6th day of October,
1995,at which time
bids will be publicly opened and
read for the improvement of :
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PART-TIME CLERK
POSITIONS
FOR OUR FOOD
& DRUG STORE
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808 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Applications for part-time positions will be taken Monday and Tuesday
between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on October 2 and 3 at
Shoney's Inn, 1503 North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Part-time openings will be available in the following classifications:
• Drug/General Merchandise Clerk
• Floral Clerk
• Grocery Clerk
• Courtesy Clerk/Bagger
• Meat Clerk
• Produce Clerk

• Seafood Clerk
• Salad Bar Clerk
• Deli/Restaurant Clerk
• Cashiers
• Bakery Clerk
• Cheese Shoppe Clerk

We offer a good starting salary,(up to $6.50 per hour,depending on the length
of your experience)flexible work schedules, complete training, great working
conditions, opportunity for advancement and benefits.
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Help
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Help
Wanted

EXPERIENCED grill cook
must be dependable and
good with the public Apply
in person between 2 & 4pm
at Citgo Hwy 641 N
Murray

NOW taking applications
for experienced grill & prep
cook Must work nights &
weekends Good pay to
right person Martha s Re
staurant. 1407 N 12th

TRAINING ASSISTANT
Murray State University a
looking tor • training awes
tent for the Child Welfare
Training Protect operated
in cooperation with the Dna
aeon of Social Services and
Eastern Kentucky Lime(
say Duties may include the
development, coordination
and training in child welfare
curricula, coordination of
training and meeting
events and monitoring of
budget activities Some
overnight travel will be required The position re
quires a Bachelor's Degree
in Social Work and one
year full-time experience in
a social services agency or
a Bachelor's degree in a
related area and a mini
mum of three years expen
ence in a social services
agency Good comm um
cation skills required Posi
Ion is funded through a
grant with the state and
continuation of the position
beyond June 30 1996 a
contingent upon renewal of
funding Send letter of ap
plication, resume and
names of three references
to Training Assistant
Search, CEAO, P 0 Box 9,
Murray State Unversity,
Murray, KY 42071 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, WPC), AA em
player Application dead
line October 13. 1995

EXTERIOR maintenance
including landscaping.
painting brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing etc Hard
work, experience a plus
Serious inquiries only.
4 CO 5 00 759-4118
FULL SCOPE OPTOMETRY PRACTICE
Seeking full time help Opo
cal experience preferred
Send resume to PO Box
1040-F, Murray Ky
HANDYMAN needed job
includes mowing: basic
plumbing carpentry, elec
trice' Must have phone
preferably a truck
753-2339, 753-8767

McDonald's

Now Hiring
All Shifts
Competitive wages,
free uniforms, flexible schedules, free
meal policy, paid
vacation.
Apply In person
at McDonalds

Manager
Trainees
No Exp. Needed
Local-Distribution
Co. is looking for
career-oriented indivoduals tor permanent work.
Company Incentives Management
Training Must Be
Able To Start Immediatley Call Today!

NURSE Aide, PRN work
as needed experience a
plus but waling to tram
Need mature flexible per
son with phone & transpor
talon If you would entoy
working with the elderly, in
pleasant surroundings
please apply in plerson or
call Glade Dodd, 753-7109
Fern Terrace Lodge, EOE
SAFETY advisors;
$2150/per mo Company
will train. call Mon -Fri
9am- 1pm
only
502-7599130

901-644-3063
901-644-3068
901 -644-3137
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESS
ING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
714 502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 hours)
NOW accepting applica
tions for full time cashierCourtesy & friendliness a
must Apply in person at D
& T Foods
NOW accepting applica
bons for full time delivery/
stock sales person Involves some heavy tieing
Apply in person at D & T
Foods

NOW hiring for kill time
position Job requires self
confident person(s), who
are honest, hard working
and desire a chance to start
HOUSEKEEPER needed
at an entry level position
436-6090
and work their way up PosLAW ENFORCEMENT ition includes delivery, colJOBS NO EXP. NECES- lections and sales We offer
U S competitive wages, product
SARY No hiring
Customs. Offioers, Etc For purchase plan and a health
Into Call 219-794 0010 ext insurance package Apply
3007, aam to 10 pm 7 in person at COLORTYME,
408 N 12th St Murray
days
LOCAL child care center
has full time position avail
able Must love children be
creative, experience pre
formable Call 753 8945, to
set up appointment

NOW taking applications
for journeyman and ap
prenbce heat & air conditioning installers Call
753-8181 from 7 30am to
4 30pm or come by 802
Chestnut St to apply

MEDICAL Assistant
needed for busy Ophthal PRIMARY Care Medical
mology office Training will Center. needs LPN or
be provided for career- CMA Send resume to 300
motivated person Excel- So 8th St, Murray
lent benefits, M/F Respond
PRODUCTION PERSONto PO Box 1040 K. Murray.
NEL Day shift benefits afKy , 42071
ter probation period Apply
NOW Accepting applica in person at Mid- America
bons for roofing and con- Homes, Inc. Hwy 641 Bypass, Benton, KY 42025
struction workers Call Ad
Mid.
vance Roofing and Con- 502 527 5006
America Homes is an Equal
struction at 753-5814
Opportunity Employer

SHOP Manager Must have
driver's license Apply at
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 So 4th St
SPFS Inc (I ne Largest
Franchisee of Shoney•s
Inc) seeks an aggressive,
hands on, type Manager
and Assistant Manager for
their Captain Ds location in
Paducah. Ky The persons,
we seek, must like dealing
with the public and must be
willing to make our customers their 51 priority Previous management experience a plus We cUrrently
have 19 Captain D's restaurants and others we
planned So, come on
board There is room for
advancement for those will,
mg to work Benefits include monthly bonuses.
vacations, Free meals,
contest, special awards,
and major medical avail•
able Call Karen Rollins at
1 800-285-1077 to arrange
for interview Send re
sumes to Sam Beavers, Go
Captain D's, 805 Joe Clifton Dr , Paducah, Ky
42001 Equal Opportunity
Employer

070
Domestic
I Childcare
CALL Linda 759-9553 Wil
clean home or office
GRANDMOTHER will
babysit for small infant
6wks to 6mo/okl Live in
Cherry Corner area, refer
ences Call 753-0726
WILL clean houses rea
sonable rates references
437-4064

WANTED Aide room &
board +$225/week
502-388-2641 after 5pm
WILDLIFE/ CONSERVATION JOBS Game wardens, security, maintenance,etc No exp necessary Now hiring For info
call (219)794-0010 ext
7159,8am to 10prn 7 days

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

100
Business
OPP901-INIT

3,
0
CompAera

HELP we're overstocked
on wily, bring, also odd
lots ot peel & sbck We Short
rolls take the whole roil &
save' Oldies but goodies
drastic:idly reduced, This is
the sale you've warted for
Bring your sizes & your
Suck Paschall's Floor Coe
wing 498 8964 'A mile
from Hazel. Ky

Want
To Buy

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for goal, used
rifles shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

150 GAL aquarium w
stand Call 753-0774 after

5pm
1989 BUICK LeSabre V6
fuel injection excellent
condition high mileage
Kenmore refng side by
side white 20 CU tt , wace
maker IBM Executive typewriter, good condition,
Yamaha Bass guitar amp
mc included 474 8891
354-8975 after 4pm

JENNY Lind maple baby
craddle $50 Computer
desk $150 753-9208
LARGE stock, fiberglass
panels for roofing & under
pinning Assorted colors &
lengths CHEAP' From
$3 00 up' Paschall's Sal
vage, 498 8964, Vi mite
from Hazel. Ky
LIKE new Broyhill twin
Sleigh Bed. Broyhill
Blanket Chest, Broyhill Pie
Safe Aher 6 30, 437 4616,
or 4319
MUMS MUMS 1) Best in
Murray 2) 3 Sizes 3) Over
30 different colors & varlet
es 4) Bud stage 5) Very
affordable 6) You don't
have to dig D & M Market.
403 Sycamore 753 7483.

SAVE now' Ceramic tile
12x12, $10/carton as is
Prefinished hardwood in
stock $1 99/ft & up Clear
ance peel & stick tile
49cents Vinyl, 6tt rolls,
5x8 UTILITY tilt trailer, some half price' Limited
amounts, first come, first
753-7041
serve Paschall's Floor
CAMOUFLAGE clothing, Covering 498 8964, 14
hunting supplies steel toe mile from Hazel, Ky
boots, motorcycle helmets
Jerry's Sporting Goods SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Mayfield,
Ky
Cover's 36 inches, many
502-247-4704
colors Economy Metal &
CLARION CDC 1205 12 Supply Co 489-2722
disc CO changer twin six.
max 310D stereo cassette STRAW for sale $1 50 a
am/fm, 4 Clarion 120w bale 489 2436, if no an
speakers, only 3mo6 old swer leave message
$425 Murray 18 speed TANDEM axel fiat trailer
girl's Mountain bike. kke 492 8723
new, $75 obo Call
TANNING beds, commer753-1289
cial units Must sell,
CULTURED Marble sink 753-1300
tops all sizes Cash brings
the best price Paschall's THERMOLAIR gas heater,
Salvage, 498-8964,'A mile like new condition, heats 4
or more rooms 435-4310
from Hazel. Ky

ATTENTION Computer us
era Be your own boss earn
extra $S full or part time
Start your own business FOR Sale 2 Mausoleums
IRS
making PERSCINAUZED in Memorial Gardens
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, for 753-7169
Antiques
less than $500 Call GEM top utility topper for
BENTON
Antiques Colo
1-800 707 0152 for more S-1,set, side wing
doors, nel home, 13 rooms filled
information
$100 obo 753-5371,
to overflowing Something
753 6761
for everyone budget 103
METAL Angles $2 00/ea West 13t St. Benton. KY
Salvage doors w/knobi 502-527-5424. Tues- Sat
$18 00, all sizes Paschall's 10am 5pm Sun 1pmSalvage. 498-8964, 'A mile 59m
from Hazel, Ky
170
Vacuum
Cleaners

CLASSIFIED

Licensed
Pharmacist
The Kroger Co. is accepting resumes for
the position of Licensed Pharmacy Assistant at Kroger Food And Drug Store
808 North 12th St. Murray, KY 42071.
Candidates must be aggressive individuals who have a Kentucky pharmacy
license and have a minimum of one year
experience in Pharmacy.
We offer competitive starting salary with
opportunity for advancement. Excellent
fringe benefits.
If interested, send resumes to:
Kroger Co.
P.O. Box 1878
Memphis, TN 38101-1878
Attn: Don Clark
`1 Pharmacy Mechandising Depts.
-

KIRBY Vacuum cleaner, 1
mo old &all attachments &
shampooer 489 2996

1973 DODGE grain truck
latt Krause disk Call after
5pm, 753-7845
FOR Sale Irrigation sys
teni, 2200 feet of pipe, 2
carriers, & Lin pump,
$10,500
Call 615648-1170, leave message
MODEL 72 Allis Chalmers
pull type combine Has
been shedded and is operational, also pair of 16 9 30
tractor Wes, used but serviceable 753-6567

12 GA Winchester semiauto gun, nice like new,
$300 Used very little Suzuki 185cc trail bike, $600
obo Nice, good condition,
runs good. Good 16ft Lowe
bass boat, new trailer. new
Mercury toot trolling motor,
20hp Mercury motor,
electric start Must see all
above to appreciate,
$1200 Call 436-5748
FLEX CTS Cross training
system Similar to Soloflex,
used very little Cost $500
new, $250 obo. 436-2675
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
REGULATION 8ft pool
table,
inch slate, less
than a year old, with all
accessories, $950 Call
753-8168
210
Atwood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD, also tree service 436-2562
GOOD Buckwood stove,
1375 Seasoned'wood,
759-1606
220
Merkel
ALTO Sax. $200, Glenne
$150, excellent condition
901-232-8266
270
Mobil.
Homes For Sale
12x65 3BR. 1 bath, con'
pletely set up on rented lot
needs work. $3250 obo
Call 753 6012
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Mobile
Hoarse For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

1994 textile MOBILE
Home Lrved in a year and•
half Set up in nice mobile
home park in town Fenced
in front porch, nice yard and
utility building For more
info call Rogers Enter
prises, at 753 5140 or
753-2217

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween flam 1 2noon No
phone call. please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Real
LOWS
fro'

let CHOICE IN COMPUTERS, OFFICE FURNITURE, SERVICE, AND
TRAINING. HAWKINS
RESEARCH, 1304-E
CHESTNUT ST. 7$3-7001

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

13

MONDAY. OCTOBER 2. 1995

'4
4
6,

1994 28x70 MOBILE Home
and
acres land 38R,2
baths. all GE kitchen ep
phenols' central unit Lo
called 14 miles north of
Keksey on Swift Rd Calf
489-2247

CUT the red tape by selling
your real *stele at auction
For details call Wison Realty 753 5086
ESTATE settlement. lot I's
16 & 17 n Grove Heights
Subdivision, sett off Hwy
94E on Hwy 732E Make an
offer 502-247-6619

ROOMMATE Wanted Me
ture female seeks some
one to share rent and Wei
Des in two bedroom apartment Call 753 2600
between 8 30am & 5pm or
345 2268 after 5pm wed
ask for Lori

GETAWAY from it all and
envoy the 3 bedroom, 2
bath double wide mobile
home, located a few minutes from Ky Lake Beautiful wooded lot. sunroom.
detached garage
extra
storage areas, We only
few of Ow amenities Contact Kopperud Realty,
753 1222 MLS*3000426

1995 16x80 BELMONT,
2Br, 2 bath, dishwasher, all
electric, low price OBO
Cali to see after 6pm, M-F,
1BR, 1 Bath, wid hook up
anytime on weekends
stove & refrig , furnished
753 8771
electric heat. $300/mo . no
pets 753-2905. 753-7536
280
Mobile
3BD Brick, wid hookup.
Homo For Real
$435/mo
no pets
753 6931
28R, no pets 753 9866
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

4 5BR ,lbath, older home
Farmington. Ky. $375/mo
753 4268

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

SMALL lbr brick house
$180/mo 1628 Miller
(rear)
753-2339,
753 8767

CLEAN small park
$100/mo 492 8488
MOBILE Home Village.
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
ton
Business
Rentals
COMMERCIAL property
office or retail 917 Coldwa
ter Rd lease deposit &
references required $325
753 6069 leave message
UPSTAIRS office space
Located Downtown $95
$175 & $575 Size of rooms
vary Some w/wincloivs In
cludes all utilities
753 1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308N 12th next to
Faye's 7539212
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

Apartments
For Rent
1,2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1BR Close to University 8
Hospital Some utilities
paid, 753-8756
1BR & efficiency, nice, near
MSU, available now Cole
man Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br ants near down
town Murray 753-4109

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri.
1409 Duigiud Dr
MUST see extra nice du
plex 2br, 1 master bath
w/wp tub and shower,
washer dryer, dishwasher,
garage and large deck Call
753-5719

Applications being
accepted for 1 bedroom, nicely furnished apartment,
near MSU. Pick up
applications at
Owen's Food Mkt.
1407 W. Main St
NATIONAL HOTEL Apartments 6th and Main, lbr
apartments utilities included Rent based on income Elderty, disabled or
handicapped Equal Hous
ing
Opportunity
502-753 0757
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hothi
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our COUF10
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

4-

435
Lake
Property

360

2840, 1988 MODULAR
Home with two car garage
and satellite, also pontoon
shed sitting on beautiful
landscaped 1'4 acre 8110
mile from Wildcat Beach
Priced to sell, 436 5058

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40,mo 759 4081

PRIME Ky Lake waterfront
lot with new boat dock
Also beautiful wooded tots
in Gatesborough
502 753 7249

RENTAL space now avail
able East Side Boat & Mini
Storage 759 9835
170
Livestock
& Supplies
8YR Old Quarter horse
gelding, also AOHA mare
perfect for child or inexper
ienced rider Big Horn
saddle
753-3146,
435 4646

BEAUTIFUL building lots
Coles Campground Rd,
25,000 sq ft city water &
gas You pock at $6,500/ea
Mur Cal Realty, 753-4444

380

RESIDENTIAL lots vi
acre, located new school
and golf course For more
information call 436-5058

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Chocolate Labs, male
pups, $150 489-2408 after
430

450
Firms
For Sale

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

103 ACRES all fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage,
2 small buildings tool shed.
3br doublewide with house
root & carport added pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only_
436-5648,

FULL Blooded Chow Chow
puppies $75 753 0093 after 5pm
MINIATURE Pinscher pup
female Black & Rust, AKC
shots & wormed $225
502 382-2831

11 25 ACRES,3 mi West of
Murray. 40x40 building
753-7581 after 5pm

P R Registered Redbone
female pup. 5 mat old Sire
is We Champion Meltons
Red Fireball III 492 8899
after 6pm

t30
Real
28R Duplex, 1 bath, gas
Estate
heat, central air. 2 car gar
age, no pets, $450/mo, 17 5 ACRES suitable for
$450 deposit 759 9545
sub dividing or small farm
2 FULLY furnished apt, Lynn Grove, Southwest
2-3 br , new New Concord, school district. 52K obo
walking distance to lake 435 4645
502 436 5932
2 & 4 UNIT Investment
BLOCK from water, good properties Some owner fl
nancing possible to qualineighborhood, nice 2br
Duplex. $250 Water. fied buyer Serious Inoue
washer & dryer included ies only, please 753 9208
Call 527 9639
4 ACRES mostly wooded
EXTRA nice 2br, Duplex, with nice 14x65 mobile
gas heat, appliances, no home septic system, deep
pets, lease, references, well many Dogwoods
S400/mo 1819 Ridgew- 950ft road front, 4 5
mi .southwest of Murray,
ood, 753,7457
excellent building site/sites
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake492 8738
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in- COMMERCIAL property locluded, rent based on in- cated inside city on north
come 65 & older, or handi- side, 1.3 acres or more
cap & disabled Equal available First time on the
Housing Opportunity. market Plat in Century 21's
502-354 6888,
office Call 753 1492
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218

LAND for sale. 5 to 300
acres, 753 1300 Owner
financing
TOBACCO barn for sale,
with land 753 1300
460
Home
For Sale
3 BEDROOM brick home
with large garage, 414
miles from Murray on 121 N
in Stella Information
sheets are available in the
self service box at the end
of the driveway or call
759 9733
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 3 miles
So 121 City water & cable,
new roof & decking, central
hia, recently redecorated,
$59,500 759-1874 days,
759 4561 evenings
38R duplex for sale
753 7947
BRICK home, 3br, 2 baths,
815 So 9th St, newly redecorated. $74,000, adjacent
lot on Glendale, $12,000
436 5715

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid In advance)
Rote Effective Aprll 1

1995

Cal 753-1916 for details.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Palic,ies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can writet 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.,

McConnell
Insurance Agency 905 Sycamore,

7534199

Murray,

Nationwide

KY

1-800-455-4199
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Sinks.
Offered

NEW home ready now 3br
2 bath, master bath has
isterlpool 911 ceilings, hard
BEAUTIFUL brick 2-story wood floors custom ca
home on 10/. vinyl fenced boats, fireplace, lots of
acres, lots of trees round closets, 3000 sq ft in
pen, barns, k•nn•l, Southwest Villa Subdivi
$277,000 502-435-4184
soon Call now at 753-4873
DOLLAR- we two for the NEWLY listed home on
price of one Fireplace
Dudley Dr features, 4 bed
charm soft toned decor rooms, 2/, baths, many
central
bedrooms,
three
recent updates Over 2400
gas heat plus a one bed sq ft of living area, makes
room guest house for adds
this a great buy at
bonal income Call Century $117,500 Contact KopRealtors,
Jobs
Loretta
21,
perud Realty, 753 1222
753-1492
MLS*3000470
EXTREMELY nice brick,
HOUSE for sale in Kirksey
just outside Of tosim, 1',4
area 489-2794 after
baths, double carport, sun 5
30pm
porce & nice work shop
Price reduced Coleman HOUSE & horse barns on
1 2 acres, $42,000 24x30
RE 753 9898
shop on 1 3 acres.
FIRST Time Offered
$15.500 1 acre lot E7.500
Charming, 3 bedroom. 2
Al with road frontage 2
bath, brick, fireplace
miles on Van Cleave Rd
storage
3
yard,
fenced
753 4525
buildings. Low 80's Bob
Pemn. Greys Properties INVESTMENT with central
759-2001
gas heat Neat 2 bedroom
located near University
ft
sq
2812
FOR Investors.
Now rented for $436 per
new duplex Fallbrook Sub
month and priced only in
Rental income $1100/mo.
the $40s Call Century 21,
Price $130,000 492 8516
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
or 762-7221
753-1492
FOR SALE 2128 South
west Dr , in Southwest
470
Villa, $119,500 3 BR. 2
baths. 9' ceilings, whirlpool
Motorcycles
tub, central gas heat, over
head fans, and many more 1985 BIG Red, new tees
newly rebuilt motor. exc
extras Call 753 2473
$ 1 700
cond .
FRESH on the market, ex
502 489 2642
bed
homely attractive 3
room, brick home, over 1994 TIMBERSWOLF
1900 sq It, of Irving area 4 wheeler, $2,600 firm
Good buy at only $85,000 753-7169.
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753 1222 MLS83000479
490
Used
GATESBOROUGH Home
Cars
4000+ft 2 story, 4BR first

•
•

' •-

•••'‘'*•

,• •

floor. 4 baths, large game
room with bar, study gas
heat & water Walnut ca
binets, Conan vanities
Large decks withepeergx),
yard sprinkler system,
fenced back yd lots of new
items & extras, great for
kids
753-5940 or
436 5946
PARK like yard, Cantebury,
3,000 sq feet, 4br.,2.4
baths, Irving room, dining,
family room, fenced yard,
screened sun porch Original owner, $132,500 1521
London Or, by appt
753-3006
PRICE reduced, nice home
situated on 4 acres, central
gas h/a, partially fenced
back yard for pets Paved
driveway, minutes west of
Murray. Priced $59,500
Call Professional RE,
759-1591

1977 CADILLAC, good
condition 759-9887
1979 OLDS, V8, 4dr ,
$895 753-3900
92xxx
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
good engine, good
trans good transportation,
502 753 5561
,
1982 CAMARO 2-28, 3054 bbl, air, p/vir, bit, new tires,
shocks & carpet, above average cond., $2900.
753 1090

1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham wry sharp
dean Call 492-6666 eller
4pm
1987 TAURUS, loaded,
good tires Williams Used
Cars, office 402-8898,
home 492-8873
1969 CHEVY Cavalier, low
mileage, $3650 obo
436-2515
1089 GEO Metro, $600
down, $3700 per week
Williams Used Cars, office
492-8896, home 492-8873
1989 PLYMOUTH Sun
dance a/c, power, cruise,
maintained, reliable, $4200
obo 762-4052
1990 GRAND Am SE, red,
w/ground effects
753-6310
1900 PONTIAC Gran Am,
*fide, low mileage, ground
effects, quad 4, $5500
753-3706.
1991 DODGE Monaco
4dr , 78xxx mi , spare never
used 11 pay sales tax, put
in your name for $4995
437-4465 after 5pm
1992 FORD Explorer XLT,
1 owner, low miles, excellent condition 247-3408 after 5pm

1985 S-10 BLAZER 4x4, all
power, excellent cond , extra dean 437-4017

1986 CHEVY 4x4 350
auto pow, new tires,good
truck, rebudt motor, trans &
transfer, $6,800 1979
Chevy 4x4, 350 auto good
wood hauler, $2,000 1986
GM 62 diesel, good motor
runs good, doesn't smoke
or burn oil, weadiator
$1,000 Call after 7pm
436-5504
1990 CHEVY Silverado
Step Side, black, 6 cyl ,
5sp , kke new Meg wheels,
bed liner 502-653 3602 af
ter 4pm
77 GMC pick up good me
chancre $1250 753-0114
NICE '67 Chevy Truck '85
Honda Civic, good school
or work can After 6 30
437-4722 or 4616
510
Campers
29 FT Airstream new in
side rear bath 753 0114

1993 TOYOTA Paseo, new
tires, 753-7015
88 BERETTA, gray, air, a/1
am/fm cassette, 74xxx mi
753-6224, $4,400 obo
SUPER Sharp 1976 280Z,
auto, air, am/fm cassette,
security sys , wheels, Garage kept, $4,000 obo,
436-2675
des
Vans
1984 FORD Custom Van,
excellent
cond
901-232-8266 Can be
seen at Taylor Bus Sales,
Hwy 641
1990 LUMINA APV, excellent condition, loaded.
489-2218.
1991 ASTRO Van, 1
owner. Call 435-4186.

1968 FORD pick-up, white,
6 cycl , $800 obo Ph
753-6986
1977 FORD F-150, % ton,
heavy duty, black, $1200
436-5233

1977 FORD F-100 with tool
THINKING About Selling
box, runs great, $1350
your home? Free corn
1986 HYUNDAI. auto, 753-2339, 753-8767
eulogized Market Analysis good tires, extra clean
for your property Call Bob 68xxx mi Williams Used
Perrin, Grey's Properties, Cars, office 492-81198, 1990 MAZDA B 2000, p/s,
pit, au, 56xxx mc., $3650
759 2001 or at home home 492 8873
obo 435-4556 after 6pm
753 3509

BACKHOE Service FIO
HILL Septic system diode
ware, hauling, foundations
Mc 769-4664
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R HAlesbie Con
strucoon Phone 492 8516
pager 762 7221

CHIfil Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation Repair
Replacement 436-2667

DUBO'S Cleaning Service
houses, othoes, apt Call
436-2837 or 436 2114

BUILDER new homes, garages additions Tripp WelItems 753 0563

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning $2500 per room
Free deodorizing
436 2654

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

W Welding, portable Alu
minum mild steel, stainless, cast iron Evening/
weekend hours Call David
at 436-5638

CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. RVs
arid etc Excellent protec
tion high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734

Boas Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
EL/E

..u.U1 I

111•11•11+11•0•1•11•3
Boats
& Motors

1884 MARK Twain runabout, inboard, outboard,
140hp 489-2050 •

Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
tlinilia*
•orai Us VOW Mosairemmtv - MA Buhl 74 SA
WIZ US AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE QUASI

Cabinets Need A New Look?

530

A and A Lamb's lawn mow
ing, light hauling, mulching,
leaf raking, tree trimming,
Mark. 436-2528
ALL around hauling, junk
dean up, mulching, raking.
tree work Reasonable
rates, Joe. 436-2867.
ANTIQUE refinishi
custdli
niture repair
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture
753-0861

_cA\),, 81•01he

Duality Service

Tree Trimming

\Y"

Free Estimates

Tree Removal

24 Hour Service

Stump Removal

Landscaping

TreeService

Hedge Trimming

Cle"uP Selvice
Light Haultig; Etc.

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION
Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Expenence - Free Estimates
Murray, Kentucky

753-5814

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, -Iff '40-1011C.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- a+
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

se •

BACKHOE SERVICE'
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment. 759-1515.

f

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

•

••••

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

Dial-A-Service

40g SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

QIN.\\U....0c
01,1\

You Can Advertise Here For
s6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
k,1!

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per

MUhRAY 753-9224

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business It
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green
Buiffing Contractors, Inc.

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only $12 per week?

a TM3-.71020
1(07'

Da

Signs Of All Kinds
Vehicle & Window
Lettering, Magenetics

FREE Estimates: 753-8343

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

David's Cleaning Services

Your Source For Metal Roofing & &ding

We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick

Doo•s. VV,narws, Door Track & trolleys. and Insulaton
'for Metal Buildings

Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Disposal

,
rtlaikt

ez

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

Butterworth lid (I4wy 299)
Murray, KY 470/1

Office (502) 489-2122
Home 1502) 489-2724

What a Way to Start the Week!!

- Dial Now
dv e rt i se

fiere!

a
I

ON THE

MOORE
AUTOMOTIVE DETAILED CLEANING

Dial the 800 number fltst When
you hear a recorded message,
enter the Access Code. 85

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $716 on part A; $100 on
Part I. C_all me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 $

SPOT"

p.m

involun
DEA.
ingi tre
ally ca
called
which t
there a
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neurol
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should
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sary, fo
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should
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DEAI
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TRAVIS Asphalt driveway
sealing, free estimates
753-2279.

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING* Houses, mobile homes, brick & vinyl
buildings, R V 's, sidewalks. Free Estimates
502-753-6490

WALTER'S Convecting,
Gerald Waiters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2502.

MARC'S Lawn Service.
753-6226, 753-4168.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. 753-0530.
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30.
753-3557.

C

FREE Kittens Call after 5,
753-6348

WE'D I
TO CA
ANN
t)iNt•

Murray, Ky.

Bo, I

Nom*
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EL12/43
WHY AI
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UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

Ups

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
751-2180
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

131

III

I or lour Convenience Now Offers.

I,AN 0.00

(502) 435-4699

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Custom
CABINETS

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

8 WOODWORKING

Ross Insurance Agency

•Kitchen cabinets & Vanities
•OfIlee Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Soltd Surface Counter Tops

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

502-759-9672
630 N rlar SL !next to Waiter Master) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS INC

•
• MIRRORS
Any Size

CALL TODAY 492-6151

"Quality That Will Please"

753-6952

and, or
it. Whi

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

IV STANDARD
'
•

Our team of detailing specialists will
come to your home or office & clean your
vehicle in about 2 hours.
Prices starting at $891

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
awed Estimate available
759-4690

TODAY'S CHILDREN are polite but reserved, secretive about the
things they hold vital to their happiness. These Libras' gentle nature makes
them shrink from people who are rude or crude. Prompt and dependable,
they can find great success in the business world. They are often the linchpin
that keeps a small company performing beautifully year after year. Fidelity
is very important to these loyal. Libras:

Will Build To Your Specifications!

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740

-

DEA
female
grandc
my he
this ha

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 3. 1995
(For your personalized daily Jean(' Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE on your tremendous willpower. CreNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ative work and service to humanity
Cultivating people in high places can he sources of great fulfillment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
will help you obtain special privileges. Legal matters. require close budget revision will help reduce tenattention this December. Your sion. Be flexible. Someone's advice
career could take an unexpected but can save you time and money.
_ pleasant turn early in 1996. Major Although your responsibilities could
changes at home and work give you dampen your enthusiasm for an
a wonderful opportunity to show off evening outing, you will probably
your organizational skills. As next have an exciting time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Serispring approaches, your popularity
soars. Romance heats up. An unusu- ous discussions with employers, or
al employment idea should be thor- other people important to your
financial success, should go well.
oughly researched.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON The mail brings great news. New
THIS-DAY: actress Madlvn Rhue, friendships or group affiliations will
rock 'n roll star Chubby- 'Checker. prove valuable in time. Play a waitall-star outfielder Dave Winfield. ing game.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
former astronaut Kathy Sullivan.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A Questions involving budgets. transtrip or timely phone call could be portation. hills and registrations
vital to the success of your business come up today. Luckily. you are
or romantic plans. A major purchase able to keep everything together.
may be part of the deal. Steer clear Share lunch or a late-night supper
of emotional outbursts tonight. Soft- -with someone you love.
SAGITT ARIUSINery;-22,Dec.pedal AisagreeMents.
20): 211: Mentally and physically you are
20-May
TAURUS (April
Make health and nutrition • your top operating with greater efficiency
priority. Stock up on foods that now. -Interviews and •audition-s
boost your energy. Aerobics. should go beautifully. Tie up loose
cycling or swimming will keep you ends during evening hours.'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
trim. Learn neee. skills by returning
to school or enrolling in weekend 19): Your earning power improves
when you study a language,'An urge
seminars.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): to beautify or create spurs you to
•Your heart coulithe_a_million Miles spruce up'your surroundings. Plan
away from work today! Projects on taking a trip or pursuing a
demanding an artistic touch should favorite hobby this coming weekgo well. Take a highly original end.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
approach. Short business trips enjoy
Your enthusiasm for an imaginative
favorable influences.
CANCER (June 2I -July 221: idea wins you new clients or an
Complete old business during the employer's approval. Romance conmorning hours. Your warm person- tinues to show up in your stars. Let
ality and fun-loving nature continue go of old disappointments.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
to make you popular. A partner has
learned a valuableAes-son. S_bow Theatrical and. artistic work enjoys
highly favorable influences. Your
•
your forgiving side.
. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Hold flair for drama helps you attract new
constructive talks with your loved clientele. Profits rise thanks to a
ones and business associates. if business partner or financial
tempted tcr lash out at someone, call backer's advice.

A AMERICAN

Gornoletely Mobile

By Pei

HOROSCOPES

Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump installer

112-759-1449
Insured

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpet & Furniture
cleaning Free estimates
753-5827

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock PLUMBING repairs. fast
vinyl underpining, lifetime service. 436-5255.
warranty, tan, beige, white, SEAMLESS gutters ingrey 492-8488
stalled, residential or comHANDYMAN Co roofing, mercial, Servall Gutter Co
siding, remodeling and 753-6433,
home repair 474-8621
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
J C Cleaning Service, resi- Removal Insured with full
dential, office, yachts Also line of equipment Free eserrand and odd lob service timates Day or night,
753-5484
Licensed 474-8636

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

SHA

David Borders

FOR all your LP GAS
needs, B & 13 BROKERS,
conveniently located southside now selling LP Gas
753-4389

LAMB Brothers Tree Ser
ACM,stump removal, spray
wig Licensed & insured
estimates
Free
50 2 4 36 - 5 7 4 4
1 800-548 5262

C

KITCHEN CABINET ,.REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica Al
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

(Neil to IlludraJ

Services
Offered

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing, serving Murray, Calk,
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

pairs, additions and blow
mg ceilings 753 4761
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
irig ceilings 753 4761

Special:big In' Custom Miriam Cobblers & Vanier:

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spray
mg hedge trimming land
scaping mulchhauling
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed 8 in
sured, Full line of equip
ment, Free esbmates Tim
438-5744,
Lamb
1400-548-5262

D COLSON. roofing, sid- LAMB Brother Home Iming, general home repair,. provements remodeling
474-8739
addons roofing siding
DRYWALL finishing no free estimates 436 2269

CLIP & Save Adult student
do yard work, hauling, tillCall evenings,
ing
435 4636

s2n

1992 VOLKSWAGON
Passat, loaded, 64xxx
Call 753-0774 after 5pm

1983 CUTLASS Supreme,
new motor, $1800
435-4209 after 6pm
1985 FORD Tempo, local
trade in 69xxx actual
miles, air, auto, new tires
Williams Used Cars, office
492-8898, home 492-8873
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

38R duplex for sale
753-5114

A.
'4

,

Thornton
Tile & Marble
612 South 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719

753-0489

600 Main St.

COUPON • MN M I= INN 11= NINI II
r......---•
FURNACE PROBLEMS?
I
• Excess Dirt?
Call for 11 Poire
Gas Bills?
II •• High
• Desert Dry Air? 1
EFFICIENCY FURNACE CHECK-UP
Noisy Furnace?

I

J. Check Thermostat

I

S. Check fan & limit and
adjust
6. Check filter and clean

2. Check chimney draft
3. Check gas pressure
I
• 4. Oil blower and adjust belt

I

7. Clean & adjust pilot
8. Smoke test combustion chamber
9. Check all safety controls
10. Check all ducts and chimney
for cleaning
II. Check burner & adjust

I
I
I
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

1

DEAR DR. COTT. I'm a 62-year-old
female While itiewing a video of my
grandchildren and myself, I noticed
my head shaking My family tells me
this has been going on for many years
and, oddly enough. I've never noticed
it. What could be the cause of this
involuntary tremor?
DEAR READER: Involuntary (resting) tremors are common and are usually caused by a harmless condition
called "benign essential tremor,"
which tends to be inherited. Of course,
there are other causes, too, including
Parkinson's disease, a progressive
neurological disorder, marked by
tremor and lack of coordination.
If your shaking is noticeable, you
should make an appointment to see
your doctor, who will examine you and
refer you to a neurologist, if necessary, for further testing.
Although benign essential tremor
needs no therapy, other causes do and
should be treated with prescription
drugs, such as L-dopa.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I was recently hospitalized for extreme abdominal pain

LOOKING BACK

and an elevated white blood cell count
The pain subsided after two days and
eventually went away completely The
diagnosis was inconclusive
One doctor told me it might have
been appendicitis and another told me
it could not have been because it
would not have improved without surgical removal of the appendix. I question whether I should return to the
emergency room if the pain recurs.
What is your opinion'
DEAR READER. Abdominal pain is
often difficult to diagnose, because so
many conditions may cause it. The
affliction is even more challenging if it
disappears before the necessary testing can be completed.
Your elevated white blood cell count
suggests that an infection — somewhere in your abdomen -- was the
cause of your symptom. This infection
could have involved the intestine or
any other organs in that area, including the appendix. (You were misled.
Appendicitis can clear up without
surgery and, in fact, often does.)
Because your diagnosis was inconclusive, I urge you to contact your
physician or return to the emergency

room if the pain recurs At that time.
you will need further blood tests and,
perhaps, an abdominal ultrasound
Maybe on this second go-around. the
diagnosis will be more evident and the
situation can be corrected with antibi
otics - or, as a last resort, surgery.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station.
New York, NY 10150 Be sure to mention the title.
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
CREAMED
Ci.4iPPED
BEEF WOULD
BE
REASONABLE

HEAYENS NO' eE WA.NT
LOBSTER COCKTAILS,
FILET MIONON, AND
BAKED ALASKA'

\I

MAKE A LEAF
COLLECTION
1•414AT A CURB
WASTE OF
TIME'

44-t_

POW MAIO
LE E.5 DO
YOU NEED

Ls

_1.

93' I GOTTA
COLLECT
50 LEAVES'

a
11.1`

Tea years ago
been named Commended StuRobert Walker, 32, Murray. dents in the National Merit Schodrowned Sept. 29 after a fall larship Program, according to
from a boat on Kentucky Lake. MHS Principal Eli Alexander and
Murray High School Tigers CCHS Principal Ron McAlister.
book first place sweepstakes troMurray State University has
phy of season at Ohio County been awarded a $49,067 federal
Marching Band Festival. Heather grant renewal for 1975-76 for
Doyle is drum major.
"Right to Read" pm-service teachBirths reported include a girl to er preparation program to
Larry and Sharon Buie and a girl improve reading instruction.
to Edward and Julia Johnson.
Greg Schanbacher and Tim
Sept. 29.
Robertson of Murray are pictured
Sandra Stark Jones, daughter with fish they caught while fishof Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark ing at Piney Campground in Land
of Murray, was a contestant and Between the Lakes while camped
won several prizes on the televi- there Sept. 20 with local families
sion show, "The Price Is Right," for the annual Campus Fair.
while she was vacationing in Los
Angeles, Calif.
Thirty years ago
A budget of $29,077 was
Cecelia Brock of Murray
Woman's Club is governor of adopted for the fall campaign at a
First District of Kentucky Federameeting of Murray United Fund,
tion of Women's Club. She enteraccording to Robert Moyer,
tained members of First District
chairman.
at the fall KFWC board meeting
Calloway County Judge Robert
at Fort Mitchell.
0. Miller talked about the ComTwenty years ago
mission type of government for
Sarah Ross and Mark Homra,
Calloway County at a meeting of
seniors at Murray High School,
Kirksey School Unit of Parentand Kevin Penick, senior at CalTeacher Association. He was
loway County High School, have
introduced by Mrs. Harry Lee

TODAY IN HISTORY

CALVIN and HOBBES
BOY I NATE 5C1-100L
ASS\GNMENTS' MISS
WORMWOOD 15 OUT TO
IDE5-1-Rosi MY LIFE'

AND JUST WEN I 1140VGHT OF
A LOONOLE NE TEACHER
SAID EVERY LEAF 44 As To RE
A MUTANT KIND
`• 0

SIE'S GO1
st01.1R
NUMBER

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 2, the 275th day of 1995. There are 90 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 2, 1944, Nazi troops crushed the two-month-old Warsaw
Uprising, during which 250,000 people were killed.
On this date:
Ten years ago: Actor Rock Hudson died at his home in Beverly
Hills, Calif., at age 59 after battling the deadly disease AIDS.
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate voted 90-9 to confirm the nomination of Judge David H. Souter to the Supreme Court. President Bush,
trying to muster acceptance for a $500 billion package of tax increases
and spending cuts, asked Americans in a televised address to support
the plan.
One year ago: U.S. soldiers in Haiti detained several leaders of the
country's pro-army militias as part of an effort to dismantle armed
opposition to restoration of elected rule. Actress Harriet Nelson ("The
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet") died in Laguna Beach, Calif., at age
85.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Here is a case where the player in
Both sides vulnerable.
the saddle rose to the occasion. The
NORTH
deal occurred in a team-of-four cham•A
pionship and the hero was Billy
✓ K 109
Eisenberg, well-known Los Angeles
CATHY
•K J 8
star. He got to three notrump and
+ Q 9 7 643
West led the seven of spades.
t)UtANNI
CATHY
WEST
EAST
Eisenberg won with dummy's ace
"-N
+ 732
•
K
Q
10
5
4
and
made the obvious lead of a low
OWN A DEMURE TAILORED
OWN A SMART, SOPHISTICAOWN AN IMPECCABLY
I OWN A F1VE-YEAR LOAN ON
654
V J 32
club from dummy. When East pro'LEW PANTSUIT LOOK AT ME! TED MEW DRESS. LOW AT ME! 1CHIC NEW SUIT. LOOK AT ME! I A NEW CAR. LOOK RI ME
• 10 7 6 5
•A Q 92
duced the king, Eisenberg followed
THAOWSH THE WINDSHIELD! 46 J 10 2
K
with the five! Declarer was well reSOUTH
warded for his unusual play, since
J 98 6
East could now do no better than
A Q87
cash his K-Q of spades and ace of
•4 3
diamonds to hold Eisenberg to three
+ A 85
notrump.
The bidding:
Now let's suppose declarer had
South West
North East
won East's king of clubs with the
Pass
Pass
1+
Dble
ace, which almost anyone else in his
Redble Pass
Pass
1
shoes would have done. In that case,
Pass
Pass
2+
Pass
the contract would have failed.
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
When South continued with anOpening lead — seven of spades.
other club to the queen. East would
ttS OK ONE OF
There are plays one may never signal with the nine of diamonds,
I-SK lAIHM-S SHE. WORRIED
THE. GrUNDe. 12
rear?I'M ouo ENcOGH To encounter in a lifetime of bridge. asking
partner to return a diamond
IS
GUYS PiCkiNG
TAKE CfrE.CF MYSeLPOI
Usually such plays would not be if he got the lead.
N'tE tiP
)--do
--AL__
--c
hard to execute if someone rang a
1
•!...) ,
Declarer could not now prevail,
you'RE
bell at the crucial moment to warn a whatever he did next. If he continGETTING A
player that his chance to rise and ued with a club, West would win,
ROE2 wiTH
shine had arrived. Unfortunately, shift to a diamond, and East would
fi E30Y?
these moments occur so rarely and cash two diamonds and two spades
IN A CAR
unexpectedly that the opportunity to put the contract down one. And if
for brilliance goes unnoticed and declarer abandoned clubs, he would
passes quietly by.
find it impossible to score nine tricks.
e ,.,
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The
Specialist"
38 Household
gods
41 "Irma —
Douce"
42 Wise
individuals
44 Puerto —
45 Dined
47 — Hawkins
Day
49 Tea
50 "— —
Wonderful
Life"
52 Gin and —
54 — Corral
55 Cuddle up
57 Feels
59 Harvests
60 Male and
female

ACROSS
GARFEELD
OH BOY,
HERE IT
COMES!

LOOK MOMMY,
A MARCHING
BAND!

I HATE
LeOL.1

ON ()AVIS 10
MALLARD F ..LMORE

1 Men's
department
item
6 — — barrel
11 Author of
"Faust"
12 "A Tale of
Two —"
14 Chemical
suffix
15 An — of
prevention
17 Actor Grant
18 Companion
of aah
20 Ethical
22 — Chaney
23 Break
suddenly
25 Hindu queen
27 Little —
Peep
28 Heron
30 Moved
snakily
32 Disney film
34 Crafty
35 Rod — of

DOWN
1 Departing
words
2 That man
3 Simpson

Answer to Previous Puzzle
R0
WOO

DUMP]
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oppOpp =ARLIN
UUM UMEIMM
Uppm op °Rpm
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MUD MUM
=MUM WM
IilROMUM PUM
@MUM 1211 !MAMA
MUM MOM
MMMMD BOPMMU
M POMO WIAM
MOR pplapp
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Judge
4 Baba au —
5 Choir voice
6 Of the sea
7 Roman six
8 And so on
(abbr )

1 1 111E4 II 1117 MEM
1 UUUU
M
1111
11111 11
UUU2I
III 19 II
illUU
PEANUTS
,
(
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GOING TO
THE MOON?

/0-

II
BUT YOU NAVE

TO U)EAR ONE
OF THOSE THINGS
ON YOUR HEAD
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WELL YE5 .SORT
OF LIKE THAT.

ill

UUU26
III

24
29

lil

111•

Nil

ill
33
ii
ii
UUUU'7
39
MU
idUUUM
" UUU
iii
ill ill
II MUU
II
ill 11
ill Id
UUU UUUMUU
IIIUUUU
35

36

9 Iranian
money
10 Bacterium
11 'Mother —"
13 Church
council
16 Animal's
stomach
19 Author Bret
21 Lawful
24 Fairies
26 Type of moth
29 Roman
garments
31 "Jason's
33 Nullifies
35 Killed
36 Rag
37 Restyle
39 Repetitions of
40 B
Makes wet
43 "Lady — the
46 Actual being
48 Ireland
51 — —
standstill
53 'Friends'
actress
56 Price ID
58 Hebrew letter

Potts.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Underwood, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eddy
DeMoss, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Robinson, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Houghton, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Everameyer.
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Cooper will
be married 50 years Oct. 10.
Forty years ago
The Board of Directors of the
proposed United Fund Drive was
selected at a meeting of United
Fund Committee, George Hart
will act as temporary chairman.
Dr. R.B. Parsons, professor at
Murray State College, talked
abou the differences in the educational system of America and
Europe, particularly of Germany,
at a meeting of Murray Lions
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House,
Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters
Association's 10th annual Bench
Show and Field Trials will be
Oct. 3-6 at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harnpsher
presented a musical program at a
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club. They
were introduced by Mrs. E.C.
Parker,

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I have never written to you, but the letter from the
father who expected to he thanked
for sending his child support checks
overA:helined me. In return. I'd like
to ask him, "When have you
thanked the mother of your children for all she's done?" Perhaps he
could have said:
"Thank you for being responsible
for my children 24 hour* a day, 365
days a year. I had more important
things to do.
"Thank you for teaching my children right from wrong, honesty
inim dishonesty, and for teaching
them to respect others.
'Thank you int- sacrificing lunches out for a month so that my. son
could take an expensive field trip
with his class. I Did I tell you I
bought a brand-new set of wheels?'
"Thank you fin- making sun. they
go to the doctor when they're sick,
the dentist for their teeth, and the
church for their souls. I was always
away on a business trip, or off on
vacation.
"Thank you for sitting by his side
day and night when my son was in
the hospital, when my daughter
had nightmares, when their hearts
were broken because I made
promises I never kept.
"Thank you for soothing t heir
pain when I forgot birthdays, when .
my Christmas gifts arrived late.
when I missed their graduations,
and all the other times I let them
down.
--Thank you lin- being their mother and father. for the shopping, the
cooking, the bill paying, the lawn
mowing, the nursing and counseling, the laughter, the tears and the
worry you've borne in my stead.
"Thank you for my children. I
look at them with awe and pride
that such fine young people bear my
name — but your heart."
Compared to t he monumental
task of raising a child, how significant is writing a check'? When my
first husband thanks me fOr all of
the above, I'll thank him for spending five minutes a month and the
cost of a Stamp to provide child support. You may use my name.
BARBARA M(' WILLIAMS
S()NIERVI ,
)FAlt BARBARA It will please
you to know that I was pelted with
criticism for my response to that letter. The common thread in the mail
I received was that fathers who
send their child support checks
without fail are fulfilling their legal
obligations — nothing more.
Sending a support check is not
an option; it is a legal requirement
that, if not carried out, is in violation of the law.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
publishing the beautiful poem titled
"To All Parents" by Edgar Guest.
My daughter took her own life
just two days after that poem
appeared in your column. To me, it
was providence. That poem was
read at her funeral service, and it
was a great comfort to me.
BROKENHEARTED
MOM IN MICHIGAN
DEAR BROKENHEARTED
MOM: My heart goes out to you
in your time of sorrow. Thank
you for letting me know that the
poem was a source of comfort.
*

* *

DEAR ABBY: I was impressed
by Sam Levinson's list of Jewish
people who have given so much to
the world.
May I add some more names
that deserve recognition? The list is
endless, but please include these
from the Bible: Esther. David,
Solomon, Peter, Paul, and the one
and only Jesus of Nazareth. King of
the Jews (Jeshua Hammashial, our
Messiah.
GENEVIEVE DAVIS,
RENTON,WASH,
DEAR GENEVIEVE: Thanks
for the additions.
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October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month

A Mammogram Can Save Your Life
You can't see it.

You can't feel it.
But a mammogram can detect breast cancer early and give you-a better
than 90 percent chance of surviving. Unfortunately, a woman can develop
breast cancer at any age. However,the risk increases as a woman grows older.
Saving your life is the goal of healthcare professionals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Leading the mammography team interpreting the results
are three diagnostic radiologists Dr. Casey Hines, Dr. Prue Kelly and Dr. William
Wilson; all of which are board certified by the American College of Radiology.
A mammogram can detect a mass or lump in the breast as much as two
years before either a woman or her doctor can feel it. The radiologic technologists mammographers who perform mammograms at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital are Yvonne Hamby,Brenda Pendley and Aimee Nelson.

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100
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ICANCER

Awareheis Month

Using Over-The-Counter Drugs Safely
Here are some do's and don't to help you avoid potential problems when using over-thecounter (OTC) drugs.

DO:
•Read the label before buying or taking any OTC medicine, even those you have
taken before. Drug labels may change as the manufacturer learns new information about
the product.
•Follow the directions on the label. Take only the dose recommended, and take it only
as often as directed and as long as directed unless your doctor tells you otherwise. In
case of emergency situations described on the label, see your doctor.
•Measure liquid medicines carefully, using proper measuring spoons or caps.

DO NOT:
•Do not use OTC drugs that may interact with your prescription medicines before
checking with your doctor or pharmacist;
some common interactions include:
•Aspirin may interact with bbod thinners and chemotherapy drugs.
•OTC drugs to he you sleep can interact ler prescr*tion sedate/es or tranquilizers.
•OTC cough/cold medicines or weight control products that contain phenylpropanolamine
(PPA)rnay interact with prescription drugs for high blood pressure or depression.
•Nasal decongestants(sprays,tablets, capsules or liquid) may interact with prescription
drugs for high blood pressure or depression.
•Do not use products after their expiration date.
OTC medicines can break down and/or lose their effectiveness over time.
•Do not use laxatives when you have stomach pain, nausea or vomiting.

Support Groups

-1-3-407RESS
—1/

Murray-CallowayCounty
Hospital's Health Express wi//be
offering blood pressure, pulse and
two hour blood sugar screenings at
all of its.stops during the month of
October.
The blood sugar test must be
performed two hoursaftercompleting a meal.
As a screening, the two hour
blood sugar test is free of charge
under the following conditions:
-annually if family history of
diabetes exits.
-anytime there is a 20pound
weightchange.
-every three years underall
otherconditions.
If you are a known diabetic, you
can have your blood sugar monitored on the Health Express if you
obtain a written prescription from
your physician and file it with the
Health Express nurse. Your physician will specify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician.

Thursday,October 12
• Aurora
Kenlake Resort Hotel
8:30-11:30a.m.
• Aurora
Harrington'sGrocery
1-3 p.m.
Friday, October 13
• Murray,HWY 94E
Brown's Grocery
10 a.m.-12 noon
Wednesday,October 18
• Murray
Post Office
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday,October 19
• Lynnville
Grocery & Grill
8:30-11:30a.m.
• Tri City
Tri City Grocery
1-3 p.m.
Friday, October20
• Dover,TN
Uncle Joe's Store
9-11:30a.m.
• Now Concord
Bob's Corner
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday,October25
• Murray
Public Library
8:30-11;30a.m.
Thursday,October26

•

Court Square
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Friday,October27

•
Wednesday,October 11

•

Murray
Piggly Wiggly
9.t 30-11:30 a.m.& 12:30-3 p.m.

Murray

Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30a.m.

Puryssr
Community Center
1-3 p.m.

"Every woman,regardless of her background,age or lifestyle, is a potential victim of breast cancer." says Brenda Pendley, registered radiologic technologist mammographer."I value my job because I can have a part in detecting
breast cancer early through mammography;the earlier breast cancer is detected, the better the odds of beating it."
Most women who are diagnosed with breast cancer have no family
history of the disease. But it is true that your risk is much greater if your mother,
grandmother or sister has had breast cancer.
A mammogram is a safe,low-dose x-ray procedure that films the internal
structure, and allows both cancerous and noncancerous growths to be identified
at their earliest stages. They can also reveal areas too small or too deep to feel.
"When combined with self-examination and examination by a doctor,
mammography has greater than a 90 percent success rate in detecting changes
in breast tissue." Pendley adds."This combination of procedures is the best way to
combat breast disease."
The American Cancer Society recommends that you have your first
mammogram between 35 and 40 years of age. Your doctor will recommend how
soon and how often thereafter you should have a mammogram depending on
your personal and family health history, but it should be about every one to two
years.
Mammogram facilities must now have US.Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)accreditation, according to the recently enacted Mammography Quality
standards Act.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital meets the FDA's high standards for
equipment and licensed medical personnel.The hospital's mammography units
also have been approved by the American College of Radiology's Mammography
Actreditation(ACR)Program.This means that the hospital met all the necessary
requirements after a stringent review by a panel of breast cancer detection
experts.
Mammography accreditation must be renewed every three years. The
reviewers assess the quality of the images and closely measure the amount of
radiation. Also evaluated are the staff members' qualifications, quality control
and quality assurance programs which is continually documented.
"Make a commitment to have regular examinations and screenings
throughout your life for yourself and those whose lives you touch." Pendley
recommends."Take the first step and call your doctor to make arrangements for
a breast examination and a mammogram."
If you need a mammogram and do not have a personal physician,call the
toll-free Dr. Finder Physician Dicrectory Service for a referral or a free physician
directory. Dial 1-800-342-MCCH.

Alzheirnees Disease information
Education Meeting: Oct 10
Support Group Meeting: Oct 24
4:30 p.m in the HospitalBoard Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease meetings, contact
Cindy Ragsdale, 502-762-1108 or Joretta Randolph, 502-753-5561.
Shared Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer clients while
caregivers attend this meeting. Call Susan Plunkett, LPN, at
502-7E2-0576.
Bereavement Support
Thursday, Oct 5,9:30 am., Hospital Education Unit, Third Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, 502-7E2-1389.
Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, Oct 5, 7p.m,Hospital Board Room,Second Floor
Contact Martha Andrus at 502-753-3862 for more information.
Cancer Support
•
Education Meeting: Tuesday, Oct 3
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, Oct 17
3p.m in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or Mary Linn,
MSN, Clinical Specialist, 502-762-1100 ask operator to page.
Cardiac Support
Tuesday, Oct 10,10am.in Hospital Private Dining Room
'Care Grver Rage" by MCCH Chaplain Michael Rumble
Contact Shirley Lamb Lynch, R.N., 502-762-1170.
Stroke Support
Friday, Oct 20,2p.m., Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, 502-762-1573.
Laryngectornee Support Group
Friday, Oct 13,2p.m in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, 502-762-1573.
Paddneon's Support
Friday, Oct 27,2p.m in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, 502-762-1573.
Compassionate Friends
Thursday, Oct 25at 7:30 p.m in the Hospital Board Room
Contact MCCH Chaplain Mike Rumble, 502-762-1274 or
Hilda Bennett 901-498-8324.

Community events
Hospice Training Session
October 19-26
8 a.m. till 4:30 p.m.
MCCH Education Unit, Third Floor
Anyone interested in helping meet the physical, social,
psychological and spiritual needs of the terminally ill and
their families. Topics include: pain management, communication skills, hospice concepts and philosophy, grief and
bereavement, spiritual needs, AIDS, and legal issues. The
classes are free of charge to the public.
To preregtster, caN Nancy Rose, R.N., at 502-762-1399.

MATERNITY CARE
.1)

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and pre-rogistiation, call th•
Perinatal EduCation Coordinator at(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
'Prepared Childbirth Class
Option 1: Mon., Oct. 9, 16, 23, 30,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 2: Wed, Oct. 4, 11:18, 25,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 3: Thurs., Oct. 5, 12, 19,26,(7-9 p.m.)
Hospital Education Unit
'Sibling Class: Saturday, Oct. 14, 10-11 an.
'Refresher Mon., Oct. 16 & 23, 7-9 pm
•Refresher 8: Wed., Oct. 11 & 18, 7-9 pm
'Refresher
Thurs., Oct. 12 & 19, 7-9 pni
•Breastferiding Support Group:
Tues., Oct. 17, MCCH Board Room, 7-8 p.m
'Miracle Moments',sternly Unit Tour

.•=7"

